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Even though our school year is wrapping up it is

still prime time for thinking about how we teach
languages to children, Pre K—S. This issue ofLearn—
rug Languages focuses on best practices in early sec
ond language instruction, including themes such
as t;s from zlCFFLc teacher oft/ic yea;; teaching
babies and toddlers, illaxir/riz ig target language
instruction, rising a thematic approach, getting
students talking, and international education rind
world language.

Also in this issue, NNELL is calling for nomina
tions and! have decided to use the Presidcnt!Notes
to describe the responsibilities of each member of
the NNELL Executive Board, a team that gives
countless hours to keep the wheels ofNNELL turn
ing. I will start with a word about our membership.
NNELL’s strength comes from the bottom up. The
most important member in our organization is on,
the individual member. We encourage you to reach
mit to other mciii hers sv it his tis is net svurk a Hd to

1Cc you owls vision (if best practices and strate
gies ii;;;; ivork or ni - ‘too r ow is St,iie Rep; svenl,z—
iii’r is I here in guide or assist you in issiki isg coil
in-coons with oilier members ofyotir suite md to
keep you up In due uvirh srhat is lsajsscniisg ii the
state eve I - ‘too Reç’iouial Ri-/os sen/all ic sv ill assist
ou in maiting connections svirhin your NNEI.L.

region. This system ofprofessional links comprises
rise body and soul oFNNELL. State and Regional
Reps serve renewable three-year terms and are ap
pointed by the National Networking Coordiiia
tor. I would like to formally thank all of our State
rind Regional Rcprrsentativcs for networking on a
regular basis.

The A’ationai “\ etu’o;king Coordinator (NNC)
u.s kes enS necrions a mu ng a11 of the rate at sci

regional reps to herre rassist you. As ux of the
oh, the NNC f’oriniilaues iii of the proposals for
NNELI. meetings .uutd NNEI.L-sponsored ses
sions at AC’l’Fl.. ‘lhc N NC svsrks dirrcrly svitli
the AC’l’Fl_ Events Coordinator to plan and carry
our time FL_ES swap shop bi’eakfsst. The NNC
also edits and publishes the Narional Network
iisg Newsletter tlsmee times per year. iI’orking with
the President s/he plans and executes the NN E 1.1.
Summer Institute open to our state and regional
reps, ,usd all NNF_1,L members. The NNC is the
most visible link its the infrastructure of NNELI.
and omit have strong writing, organ uzational, and
interpersonal skills. The NNC is a voting member
of the NNIiLL Executive Board who serves a rc

newahle three-sea; term, per .ippomtment of the
President. ‘Ihank von to Jean .‘siodig, our current
N,;runoai Netss’orkosg Coordinator, who had done
an outstanding job iii this position.

The ridvocacy Cbao; appointed by the President,
is responsible for publish iisg the Home-School
Con ncetion and Ncwsworrlsy every other month.
Responsible bsr advocating for second language
programs. Pre-K —8, the Chair directs the work of
the Advoracy Committee, seeks their contribu
nons to our monthly newsletters, and is a soling
rntinbcr of the NN Eli, Escci,tivc Board. iliaitks
to Tausims Dann, our Advisc,ice (hai r since 2007,
for Iser eustlitisiasni and w ilhiusguiess to go the extra

ni Ic hut NNELI_ and for its iucirmh’ers.

‘Ihe , crn’/a;-y/’his’asms’m of NNEI.L is a vor;ng
uneu;hcr ofrhe Executive Board. S/lse takes notes at
every Board meeting, at the NNELI_ Summer In
stitute, atsd at NN El.l.-sponsored events and pri;
sides cash boxes for all NNEI .1-sponsored events
at ACIF 1., such as the Swapsisop Breakfast, and

President’s Ne
tIme NNELL Boorls. This person must be org.sn ized,
efficient, and possess good svritingslcills. The Secre
tary/Treasurer is a voting member of the N NELL
Executive Board and serves a two-year elected posi
tion, renewable for one term. Our thausks to Scott
Wilkolaski ofHcrricks Public Schools, NY, for isis
faistastic job as NNELL Secrerary/Tu-easurer dur
iusg the last two years.

Time N NELL Executive Secretary works directly
with rise NNELL President and Executive Boaud to
further NNELL’s mission aisd goals. Time Exccutis’e
Secretary, along with tlsc Presideist, field questions
and inquiries related to early lausguage learnitsg
across rise United States and beyond. The Exee urive
Secretary prepares NNELL’s annual budget aumd
handles finaisces, liscluding the pavissent of bills
and rise preparariois ofNNELL’s yearly tax returns.
Time Executive Secretary represents NNELL at tIme
Joint National Cons ussittee on Laisguages Delegate
Assensbls’ in Washington, D.C. each \‘ear and is
a non-voting member of the NNELL Executive
Board. “the Executive Secretary serves a tlsree-year
teens, per apfsoi istmcnt of time President. We thank
Marjorie I--Tall Haley of George Masoum Uimn’crsity,
nor current Executive Secretary, fcsr 5cr dcdicatiois
to time organizatioms.

N NE1,I,’s Past Ths’.idc’ut serves its au active ca
pacity as tlsc pohiric.sl liaisois of rise organizariois,
,usd ehairpersous of tlse Nominating Cons mutter.
The Past President gsncies and couisseic the Presi
deist aiud tlse Vice-President in all NNELL mat
ters and is a votiusg ussember of time Executive Board,
use Past Presidcumr serves a two—year term at rise cues
of Isis/her presidential track. Our thanks to Janis
Jensen oftime Newjersev Departmeist of Education,
current NNELL Past President,

The I uu-I’rcsidcut of NNELL assists the
NNEI.I_ President in all nsarters involving the day-
to—day nsanagement of the orgisnizarioi m. The Vice—
President is tlse Cls,i;r of the NNELL Award Corn
osittee, and osoves througis rise presidential track to
rise Past Presidency, over the course ofsix years. ‘Else
Vice-Presidency of NNEI,L requires a substantial
eoinnsitnment of rinse and energy. Vicc—Presideumrial
caisdid ates must have a dedicated phoise line and
be in a flexible work situation in (srder to hausdle

NNELL. flatters during regular workiusg
hours. Many thanks to our current Vire-Pres;denr,
Paula Patrick, Fairfax County Supervisor of World
l.auuguages fur Iser vigorous efforts to enlist one
Isuindred sew members at ,s recent NNEI_i_ profes
siorsal development workshop its Virgnmis.

‘Ilsc 1’;euie/i-ut of N NEI_i_ serves a two-vurar
tern;. Tasks of time President imreude the eel ti mg
the e-ise\S’Sietters and onhi Sd publications sear out
by N NELL, submitting a Pnsidenec ATtites to cads
N N ELI. jourisal, and overseeing all content posted
on else NNEI,I_ ss’rbsite, Additionally, the Pecsm
dcii; is rise first coisraet for mim;sisy of those inter
ester1 its the orgaisizariums aisd its mission. Lead iusg
the Executive Board, svorkiisg cooperatively with
time leaders of other national f’orcign language oi’—
ganizatiorss, and lesmsdhusg rise day-to-day businesy
ofN N El - I, the Pi esidcn t also writes or cu aiim

position papers ous issues of insport.sisce to early’
second langu sgc learning. l’isr office of Presideist
mce]mriies a very simhstatstial cruissrruitmneot of tiusie
and energy.

I lie Journal l:drto;m ‘you k in iandcism to sol ft it, edit,

;susd puN isIs maisimscripts for the busts usuua ci! is nuts
of Lr,srn isg I ..sisg;: ages rr’eeivt mg a i uuudcst soon
rarium for tiseir work. The editors eollatmor,stc svitim

the NNELL Exrc uuivr Hoaud to develop the thrusts

for cads issete of rise journal atsd seek coisrriburions.
Man thanks to Paris Gcausville, of Language Shap
ing in Seattle ss’lso has served as Editor ofLesrusing
Laisguages for rise past rlsree years and to iser newly
appointed Co-Editor, Priscilla Russel, District Su
pervisor its Princeton, Ness-Jersey for rlmeir dedlea’
riots to time NNELL. journal.

The 1-Lkbsiee Editor updates weekly postings and
article submissions to the NNELL website. Tisis
positiots is by appoiustmetst of the NNELL Presi’
deust. Maum’ rlmaimks to Jacob Larscum, of Iowa State
Uusivcrsiry, our eurreumt Web Editor.

As you eats see, else NNELL umerwork is complex
and requires sutbsrantial ansounts of rime atmd en—
cu-gy froums a variety of pecmplc. all ofwlmom work to

support you rss individual ismenibers. We arc seelc
ing umomitsres for rIse elected positions of Vice
Presideutr aumd Secretary amid suggesrions for rise
appoiusted positiotm of Nanotsal Networking Go—
curdinator (see page 29). All new officers ivill burgiis
timeir positions ois rise Suisday of rl’se 2002 ACTFI.
Cousferetsee iii Oilamsdo, Florida. Consider usomi
msatiumg a colleague mit yourself for oise of tlmese very
linportais: posiriouss iii NNELI_.

Ibis year ive arc openiisg up our aumisual NNELL
Suismutier Iimstirure to the entire NNEI isseunher
slsip. Cimeek our websire at WWW. nneu.org for
details on how’ to apple’ to the itsstitute, held bali
1114
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Put It on a Card
I have found a giant suppiy of 3x5” index

cards in different colors to be invaluable.
For beginning level vocabulary practice, I
make up multiple sets of games of match
ing, memory and “go fish” by putting a
picture on half the card and a word on the
other half and cutting it down the middle.
Give these sets to groups of three or four
students, and every group gets a chance
to match the new vocabulary. Making
the sets on different color index cards will
help keep them in order, so the sets are not
mixed up. After students are comfortable
matching the cards face up, they can play
memory by turning them all upside down
and taking turns finding the matches.

To play “go fish” with the cards, they
can each take 4 or 5 cards, put the rest in
the middic, and ask for a card they need to
make a match. If the next person in turn
does not have it, they can take a card from
the pile in the middle. lEe student with
the most pairs wins. This has an oral com
ponent because they have to say the word
of what they need to make a match and
the phrase, “Do you have...?”

Index cards arc also great for making
jeopardy-type gaines with the cards in
a pocket board in the front of the room.
A team member comes up to the front,
chooses a card from a category, and asks

his team the questions. If his team

misses, the question goes to the other
team. Each category has index cards
lined up vertically in different colors.

Map games work well with index
cards. Give each group a blank map
and assign them a color to match the
cards. When given the sign to begin,
they come up to the pocket board and
take one card back to their group to
mark the place on the map. For ex
ample, “Put a star where Buenos Aires
is located.” They then have to return
that card and pick up another until

all the questions are answered. This pro

vides them with some welcome movement
around the room as well as a stimulating
format to reinforce culture and geography.
The first group to finish wins.

When assigning oral homework such
as, “Tell the Carlos story to a parent at
home,” index cards are sturdier to send
home and get back signed, and
they are easier for the teacher
to keep track of. Those of us
with more than a hundred
students have an easier time
tracking homework with each
class having signed cards in a
different color.

Having something to hold
can be a treat for kids in a digi
tal world, and working with
cards helps get the lesson more
student-centered. Put it on a

card

Chant It
You have a unit about an imaginary trip to
the target country. You have established a
context, and the students know what they
need in order to carry out the task you
have set before them. Students are going
to have an unrehearsed conversation with
another student about how they like to

travel. This is part of an assessment. You
have had them pick model cars, airplanes,
boats out of a magic box. You have held
conversations in class. You have read them
a picture book. You have had them write
a paragraph about their favorite means of
transportation with an illustration. You
have done surveys and interviews using
the vocabulary. Yet you see they still have
trouble remembering the transportation
options and how to say “How do you like
to travel?” Turn the phrases into a chant,
a rap, a melody with syncopation. En
courage them to mark the rhythm while
lightly tapping the desk, tapping their
feet or crossing and uncrossing their arms.

Make the rap louder and softer, faster and
slower, half the room and then the other
half, first the boys and then the girls. Vari
ety will prevent the boredom of repetition.

Want to make it unforgettable? Turn the
class into a conga line around the room or

down the hall a bit and chant it.

Take It Out the Door
The conga line brings us to taking it

out the door. Motivation goes up a notch
when the audience is outside the classroom.
While reaching the greater community is
always a goal, much can be done within the
school to spread the language to a wider

Janet Glass, Dwight Englewood School, NJ
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audience. See if the administration would
be amenable to having students announce
the day, date, weather on the public address
system on a regular basis or once in awhile.
See if some simple announcements can
be done in the target language. Ask for a
World Languages bulletin board to display
your students’ work. Reach out to teachers
ofother levels. Make booklets for students
to read to the kindergarten classes. Put on
a play that will travel to a high school class.
Is there a chorus concert? Can each grade
sing a song from the target culture? At an
assembly, have students say the Pledge of
Allegiance in the target language. Make
up signs for public places in the target lan
guage, and asic the students to request that
they he posted. For example, in the library,

“Eating is prohibited,” for the cafeteria, put
nutrition pyramids on the walls, near the
front entrance, “Welcome,”; take it out the
door.

Prune It
We have all had the experience of do

ing an activity or teaching a lesson that
the students absolutely love, but that we
suspect takes time away from ptoflcien
cy-bu i Iding activities. Falling into this
category are some crafts projects that
require too much time for coloring, cut
ting, shaping, painting, or assembling of
pieces. ‘There are movies in the target lan
guage that arc so visually captivating that
they are of high interest. ‘Ihe problem is
that most of the language is inaccessible.
There are catchy song.s that students love
that have great rhythms, but they don’t
really fit into the unit of study. ‘There are
whole projects that center on an unusual
and exotic feature of a culture rather than
on more important ones. ‘lucre are lessons
that are appealing to our students that we
may have been doing for years that need to
either be re-focused or dropped. Perhaps
that great craft project can be done in art
class or at home. Maybe we can entice the

music teacher to work with that song. You
could show short clips of that video with a
targeted language focus, scaffolded before
hand and practiced afterwards. Although
popular with the kids and although we
have invested time in creating and perfect
ing the activity, if you can’t find a way to
squeeze proficiency out of it, prune it.

Film It
Sometimes video cameras are hard to

arrange to get in a school, but more and
more home digital cameras have short vid
eo capabilities. These cameras have cards
(SD card, for example) that can be easily
slipped into computers. Once tise files are
saved onto the computer, the movies are
available for viewing by hoolcing the com
puter to an LCD projector. ‘Then delete
the movie from the card and make rooju
for more recording.

At the same time as we have easier re
cording capabilities, students seem to
try their very best when they know they
will be filmed. In addition to motivating
students, this has other advantages. Per
formance assessments are so much easier
when we can take a second or third look
at them before giving a grade. lowiig
the movie to classes, gives the students a
chance to hear the vocabulary and struc
tures many times over. Saving it on a flash
drive or a CD makes it available to show
next year’s classes, copy for parents or pres
ent at an assembly. Filming is great for
recording pairs carry out an unrehearsed
task such as, “discuss what you like to do
on the weekends.” It is also good for groups
presenting a weather channel sirnu lation,
a doll fashion show, corn mercials, or some
other show format that they might actu
ally see on TV. So, film it.

Click It
When stuck for an idea in planning a

lesson or an activity, I look around for a

little inspiration. Conferences, profession
al development, journals and colleagues all
have something to offer. However, when I
need something for the next day, I often
turn to my computer. Of the many sites
that I use regularly, there are two places
that I tend to visit most for ideas that are
targeted to the elementary level. One is
a teacher exchange site, the Nandu List-
serve. This site, devoted to Pre-K — grade
8, allows teachers from all over the coun

try to get and give suggestions. To sign up
go to: www.cal.org/earlylang/ or through
the resources section of the nnell.org site.
Another website that offers countless re
sources and ideas is www.anacleta.com.
Kathy Siddons, a recently retired teacher
with decades of experience, mu ntains this
site. I used to collect movie ticket stubs,
menus, train schedules, and receipts while
in the target language countries. Now, all
of that authentic realia, YmiIibe videos

and other resources, are available online

and growing daily. Just click it.
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Janet Glass is ACTFL’s 2008 Iiacher of the
Year. A longtime member of NNEI,l., Janet
has served the organization in Various capac
ities, including State Representative, North
east Regional Representative, and Secretary!

Treasurer over
the last fifteen
years. Her work
in the elemen—

• tary second lan-
I . guage classroom

f at Dwight Jingle-
- wood School in

New Jersey and
her work as a
second language
teacher educator
at New Jersey

r City University
have earned her a wonderful reputation as
someone who promotes an early start in a
long-sequence anti well-articulated &reign
language program, and works tirelessly’ to
help others realize this vision. Her intensive
use of the target lariauagc through interac
tive storytelling and icr adaptation of the
theory of Backward Design to foreign lan
guage instruction at the Pre-K-8 level have
made her a well-recognized name in he field
of early’ foreign language education,
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Startjrig Young: Be
Jackie Friedman Mighdoll

I’d hoped the language might come on its own, the way it comes to babies, but people
don’t talklp foreigners the way they talk to babies. They don’t hypnotize you with bright
iects and repeat the same words over and over, handing out little treats when you finally
9ttyt or “wawa.” It got to the point where I’d see a baby in the bakery or grocery

ire and instinctively ball up my fists, jealous over how easy he had it. I wanted to lie
in FreAch crib and start from scratch, learning the language from the ground floor up.”

David Sedans (2000)

Best Practices for Infant
and Preschool Language
Programs

Until six months of age, babies
are citizens of the world with the ability
to distinguish sounds from any language
(Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito,
1971). By the end of their first year of life,
however, it appears that the pathways in
the brain are pruned and their brains be
gin to settle on the language(s) they have
been hearing. Dr. Patricia Kuhi of the
University of Washington discovered that
babies who were exposed to small amounts
ofMandarin (25 minutes per session for 12
sessions retained the ability to distinguish
sounds in Mandarin at nine months ofage
while nine-month-old babies who had no
early exposure failed to make the same
sound distinctions. The study also showed
that babies exposed to Mandarin audio
and DVD recordings performed simi
larly to babies who had had no Mandarin
exposure at all; in other words, in-person
interactions were key (Kuhi, Tsao, & Lui,
2003). This research made me think about
the value of very early language expo
sure and inspired me to create a language
program for the you agest learners called
Sponge.

Experience around the world shows us
that children who are exposed at a young
age to multiple languages speak multiple
languages comfortably. In creating a lan
guage program for young children, I want-

ed to take advantage of the way the young
brain develops and the natural process
of language acquisition. Recent research
from the Talaris Research Institute shows
that infants and young children benefit
from being spoken to, read to, and played
with (Kassow, 2006). All of this can hap
pen in a second language, with tremendous
second-language learning benefits as well.

After 18 months of research and many
practice sessions, Sponge opened in the
fall of 2005. This year, Sponge will pro
vide language classes for over 350 children
from newborn to seven years in the Seattle
area. We offer Spanish, Mandarin, French
and Japanese—all taught by native speak
ers. While we set out to create a program
for the very young, parents appear to be
learning, too! One mother told us that she
learned more in a session at Sponge than
she did in two years of college courses.
Many of the techniques that work well for
children turn out to be effective for their
parents, as well. David Sedans just needs
to spend a little rime in class with us

Below is a list of some of the key prac
tices we use in our program. While they
were developed for the youngest learners,
they are easily adapted for all ages.

Maximize Language In
put and Create Opportu
nities for Production

Immersion
Young children’s brains are attuned for

acquiring language. They are learning lan
guage in context, and the more time they
spend hearing the target language, the
more likely they are to use it. For this rea
son, Sponge offers immersion classes, With
some students only in class 45 minutes a
week, we want every minute to count. Oc
casionally, a parent understands the teach
er’s meaning and thinks it best to translate
for the child. We remind them that the
children are learning their first language
without anyone translating at all! We see
one year olds who are not yet speaking in
any language, use baby sign language (that
they have learned at home in their native
language to help with pre-verbal
nication) to respond to the teacher’s ques
tion in the target language.

Repetition
While we create a rich immersion envi

ronment, within each class we focus on a
small set of functional language that cliil
dren would hear and use in everyday life
in the target language. We make sure that
the children are hearing this language in
class repeatedly. We usc a variety of tech
niques to make sure the repetition is both
natural and fun. We sing or chant what we
call “phrasal songs.” By singing, “open the
door..open the door open open open
open the door—please,” the teacher has
the opportunity to repeat “open” six times,
all very naturally.
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Opportunities for Speech
Once the childten have heard the

phrases multiple times, they are thrilled
to produce. It is important to create op
portunities for them to use the expressions
that they know. Wanting something is of
ten the strongest motivation. For our art
activities, for example, we share one bottle
of glue among four children. Almost all
of the children learn to say, “I want glue!”
within two classes. Similarly, they quickly
learn their colors when they realize that
they will get to hold the stuffed bear of
their color choice when they ask for it.

Create a Fun and Natural
Environment

We want the children to love coming to
class and to engage deeply. Some children
will start talking very early — in both their
first and subsequent languages. For oth
ers, speech takes longer. In the early years,
this may be a function of their individual
developmental tirneline. Our goal is to en
sure that all children are having fun while
participating in learning experiences.

Fun for early learners is about develop
mentally appropriate piay. With babies,
we play peek-a-boo with scarves when we
learn greetings, and we play with mirrors
when we identify body parts. We engage
older children with miniature science ex
periments as they are learning words for
objects and activities in the kitchen. We
run language-focused telays and obstacle
courses.

Keep it positive
It is critical at all levels to create an en

vironment where experimentation is re
warded and it is okay to make mistakes.
The best language learning comes when
children feel free to try things. We have
a big, hungry-cat puppet that iovcs to eat
wooden fruit. The hungry pig sometimes
wants bananas, If’ a child brings up an

us is an apple.
for the apple!

Now, i? Banana. Ba
nana.” We use many of the mistakes that
children make as teaching tools. When
my son refused to shake the doll’s hand and
instead pulled her foot, the teacher played
along. She let all of the children shake or
pull the body part of their choice. ..with
some small protests by the puppet. The
children thought that they were playing a
great joke on the teacher, and they left that
day not only knowing how to say hand,
but also foot and hair.

Use Multiple Media
Howard Gardner (1983) showed that

children learn in many different ways. By
using language in different types ofactivi
ties, we give children multiple ways to ab
sorb the same language. It also allows for
natural repetition. So when we are talk
ing about farm animals,
we will move our bodies
like cats and cows (kines
thetic); we will play with
plush toys and then with
the felt board (a more vi
sual/spatial medium); we
will sing about it (musi
cal); we will read a story
about it (linguistic); and,
in our older classes (three
to five years) we will do
art, too.

Integrate Cul
ture.

One of the biggest rea
sons to teach language
is to help children learn
to understand and com
municate with others
around the world. Com
municating is about more
than language. It relies
on an understanding of

interpersonal relations. We weave culture
into every class. When we teach greetings,
we teach the body language that goes with
that culture. Our Spanish and French stu
dents kiss the bunny puppet hello. Our
Japanese students know how to bow.

We dance to music from the culture,
which ranges from traditional children’s
songs to modern popular music. Apprecia
tion grows through exposure and under
standing. What may sound strange to an
adult on first exposure is much more natu
ral to a child for whom many things are
new. We want to introduce our students to
some of the unique musical sounds of cul
tures. We also try to use books that a child
of that culture would see. Visual represen
tation and style can vary from country to
country. Parents may not have access to
these resources at home, so it is a tremen
dous benefit to get this in class.

t Paftices for Ages 0-6
I
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Support and Educate the
Parents

Parents and caregivers are a potential as
set for language learning—whether or not

they speak the language. At Sponge, we of
fer two types of classes—those for parents
and children from newborn to four years
of age and those for “Just Kids”, ages three
and up. When the parents arc in the class,
they can reinforce the language at home.
After a class in which we arc playing with
cars, parents can go out to the carwith their
children and use the language from class.
This reinforccment extends the learning
beyond the classroom. We provide hand
outs for both our parent-child and our
Just Kids classes. Some families post them
around the house in relevant places. Being

a language and culture resource to the par
ents is a critical part of our work.

We have also found it important for
parents to understand what to expect from
a child’s progress. At the youngest age, the
parents understand the developmental
limitations of their own cli ild. (“They don’t
speak in any language yet!”) As their child
grows, parent expectations naturally grow,
too. We help parents to understand that
learning language happens in incremen
tal steps over the long-term. We also help
them recognize the progress their children
are making. We have created a tool that we
call the Language Learning Tree to help
parents observe the progress. A child of
ten demonstrates comprehension, cultural
sensitivity and important communication
skills before they are able to speak in sen

tences. Helping the parents gain this in
sight increases their commitment to the
life-long language-learning process.
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The Scene of the Crime

I started the school year with high expectations. When I greeted my sixth graders the first

day with a sonorous, “Bonjour”, they enthusiastically answered, “Bonjour.” I spent the

next few weeks teaching them the basic expressions to survive class where the teacher spoke

only French. I covered my walls with key French phrases like, “What?!?”, “Really?” and “I

don’t understand.” I took the time to get to know my students, develop relationships and

create mutual respect.

I

When November arrived, I was surprised when I realized that

most of the time I was the only person speaking French. My 37
students would try to speak a little French but they would soon

give up when communication started to break down. Even Au

drey, a heritage speaker, preferred to speak English to show offher

own bilingualism. Although my students enjoyed learning, they
would naturally choose the easy way to their short-term goal of
communication.

After my initial anger, shame and puzzlement, I realized that

their lack ofeffort to speak French was probably my fault. My good

intentions to help them understand sidetracked me into English,

often without realizing it. In order to encourage them, I accepted
responses in English when I asked the question in French. This
tactic had worked with pre-school and early elementary children,
but it was not working with older students. I realized that my

only hope for success was
to raise the expectations
and elicit the help of the
students themselves.

Unless we show them otherwise,
beginning students expect to
speak the language.

Every Second Counts
Why does it matter if’English is reverberating in the classroom?

After all, we want students to understand. We have exciting cul

tural points to share. We have to get the details straight on the
fund raising campaign. We have to explain the directions. We
need to justify the grading.

I have held all these beliefs at different times. My epiphany
caine when I saw that all this J:iiglish was affecting their perfor

mance. Every second counts when we see our kids less than 180
hours a year. Over the course of the year, in a traditional 45-min
ute daily class, the difference between 80% use of the target lan

guage and 100% adds up to 1,620 minutes or a month and a
half of class time.

It is also brain friendly to speak the same language all the time.
Switching between languages at the word or sentence level is con
fusing for learners. If the teacher is not a native or superior speak-

er of the both languages, switching
between languages can degrade their
pronunciation beyond comprehension.
This will confound and frustrate heri
tage speakers. Switching erratically
between French and English confused
students who spoke Farsi, Vietnamese
or Spanish at home. Even the monolin
gual students will tune out the target
language, if they know that an expedi
ent translation will soon follow.

Target language as the soic medium
of instruction mimics the environ
ment of first language acquisition and
immersion programs. There are no
short cuts when teaching a toddler to
follow directions. It takes many tries,
but each effort at communicating is a learning opportunity. Early
language learners are very amenable to immersion settings (Con
nor, 1995). Although quickly explaining something in English to
older second language learners is expedient, it misses a teachable

moment. When we translate at the first sign of confusion, we are

snatching learning from the jaws ofan “ah ha” moment.

As Curtain and Dahlbcrg explain, if we conduct much of our

class in English, “we are actually denying them access to the lan
guage and culture” (2004, p. 33) 1 often created realistic commu

nication situations such as setting up a café right in my classroom.

Why not profit from the most organic situation available? Daily
classroom interactions allow me to teach high-frequency lan

guage functions and daily culture.

My college textbook on methodology stated tlst is was appro

priate to use English to teach culture. When I taught elementary

and pre-school children, their level of understanding of concepts

forced me to simplify all culture, language and instruction to such

a level that it was just as easy to provide instruction in the target

language. The challenge was greater with older students, but if I

focused language instruction on three to five main concepts and
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skills, the students were able to use target language to identify
similarities and differences, role-play and express their opinions.

Parents and administrators assume that you are doing a good
job when they arrive at your classroom and everyone is function
ing in the target language. Parents of heritage speakers will feel
welcome in your class. Other teachers and students who stop by
your class think that there is some magic taking place. By em
pirically tracking the number of minutes that each class speaks
only the target language, you can measure and show the class’s
progress. Imagine the good publicity engendered when you post
outside your door that your beginner class spoke Spanish for 200
minutes this week.

Reaching the Goal of Target Language
Only Instruction

Even when we understand the benefits of target language in
struction, it requires planning and practice. When I announced
in November that I was changing the rules for my class, 37 stu
dents stared at me in disbelief. They bought into the “why” but
did not immediately understand how we would accomplish this
goal. It was clear that we would have to work together. The stakes
would also have to be high to keep us committed to the cause.

Equip yourself
We speak French at home, so I was ready to undertake teaching

all in French. Teaching my one Spanish class entirely in the target
language was a challenge since like most American teachers, I am
an intermediate speaker. There are solutions big and small to im
proving our personal proficiency (see sidebar). In the end, I found
that it was most important to practice, make mistakes, learn from
them and move on.

One strategy I used to build my confidence was to pledge to
speak only Spanish for a day without telling the students. When
I failed the first couple of times, I was the only one who knew.
I discovered what tripped me up arid what language and strate
gies I needed to deal with problems in the future. With a little
circumlocution, help from more uent teachers and persistence I
was able to move to the next step of including the students.

Equip the learners
I needed to expand the direct teaching of functional classroom

vocabulary: fol lowingcommon directions, asking for clarification,

expressing feelings and reacting to events. I would accept target
language “Tarzan” speech, but not English. Students needed to
get conth)rtable with ambiguity and guessing at meaning from

Ways to Improve Your Speaking
• Study and live in a country that speaks the

language

Participate in immersion days

• Join a cultural group

• Befriend someone in your town who speaks
the language

• Join a chat group from the country

• Bribe other department members to speak the
target language by inviting them fir sangria
and tapas, wine and cheese, or sake and sushi.

context. Since my students were older, I needed to teach these
skills in an explicit fashion.

Even if students cannot express themselves in the target lan
guage, they often understand or can recognize what they need
to say. The Natural Approach Qestions, developed by Dr. Ste
phen Krashen, allow us to scaffold the student’s communication
(1996). If a student answers easily, the teacher can ask questions
that are more open-ended. Even if a student seems unable to an
swer a higher-level question, they may be able to respond to mul
tiple choices. I attempt all levels of questions to allow students
to show what they understand. The following questions illustrate
the sliding scale from easiest to most difficult.

Questions Examples in Spanish Examples in French

Name a Quidn tiene Ia hoguera? Qui a le croque mon
classmate sieur?

Yes or No Se alejajennifr? Est-ce qu’un cliablo
question menthe est rouge ou

vert?

E i t h e r / 0 r ;Hay templos o casas C ‘est une glace ou
question en Teotihuac%n? un sorbei ?

Open ended Dónde vivian /05 az- u’st-ce que tu
question tecas? aimes manger an ca/s

p

Finally, it is important to practice for a week with lower stakes
and more chances for success. It helped us when we timed the
number of consecutive minutes everyone in the room spoke

French. This included pair work, milling activities and full-class
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discussions. When an “intruder” would enter the room, one stu

dent assured their total silence or took a note in the hallway. No

one, least of all the teacher, wished to be the one who violated our

French-only pact.

After failing, we would immediately troubleshoot how we

could have avoided speaking English. We soon discovered that

I had not taught the students enough reaction words. We add

ed “Yikes?”, “No way!”, “Ow!”, “Huh?” to our passwords already

posted on the wall. A French visitor was surprised to hear my stu

dents react with an authentic ‘4h bon?” - a vague expression of

skepticism accompanied by raised eyebrows.

I monitored student comprehension with signaling activities

and TPR while circling the room. I wanted to empower the stu

dents. Each seat had three colored flags: red, green and orange.

When students were comfortable understanding the interaction

they placed the green at the top of the desk. They used the orange

when they were uncomfortable and the red when they were total

ly lost. This allowed me to adjust the instruction on the fly by add

ing more examples, illustrations and rephrasing when necessary.

Implementation
After a week, we were ready to speak the target language in a

high-stakes setting. I raised the expectation by only allowing each

class one chance per 45-minute class period to speak the target

language for as many consecutive rn mutes as possible. ‘We charted

the number of minutes that we all stayed in the target language.

If we spoke English two minutes into the class, we would con

tinue to practice using the target language without counting the

minutes toward our total. Students were still motivated to speak

French, since it allowed them essential practice for future classes.

By pitting classes against each other, I was able to create a com

petitive atmosphere that still emphasized teamwork. Students

would spontaneously help each other. By charring their progress,

the classes gained insight and pride into their language acquisi

tion. To the surprise of the second year class, the beginners took

the initial lead which motivated beginner and continuing classes

to improve their performance. Graphing the results outside you r

one door is way to show to the school what your students can do.

Some small tricks that helped us stay in French. Although

English may be present on their handouts, we never read it aloud.

We read only the target language directions. If students were con

fused, they were free to read silently the directions in English.

If students needed to ask a question in Eng

lish, they wrote me a note that I read after

class. I responded at my leisure in English

or the target language as appropriate.

For time consuming administrative

matters, I assigned jobs with target

language names: Secretary to pass

ers, Runner, Camera Operator.
I directly taught the names and
responsibilities of these jobs in
the target language.

Instructional design
Standards-based instruction relies on communication rather

than translation. Carefully designed thematic units are perfect

vehicles for target language instruction, but we can also apply

target-language instruction to textbooks. Students may need to

learn a few more phrases to ease the discussion of the content.

Soon they will be able to recycle target-language reactions and

questions in new contexts.

Of course relying on charades for all your explanations can be

tiring. If a picture is worth a thousand words then clipart, draw

ngs and photos are a teacher’s best friend. There are many sources

for clip art online. You may find talented student or parent artists

to provide you with just the right illustration of Don Oixote.

When an unexpected topic came up in class, I admit to sketching

an impromptu pomegranate on the board.

I accompanied all the instruction with many visuals. We used

works by Haitian artists, photos of French Polynesia, illustrated

cards for all active vocabulary, PowerPoint animations of actions,

stuffed animals, Cajun instruments, Vietnamese traditional

dress, and plastic food. These allowed me to act out what I was

saying. I also used naturally redundant language to allow the

students multiple chances to understand. We used Total Physical

Response, to practice and show understanding.

When activities in my lesson plans called for English, I first

tried to limit the language or concepts to those directly tied to

the objectives and assessment. In most cases, simplifying the lan

guage and addingillustrations focused my curriculum so that the

students and I were able to express the essential ideas in French.

For concepts that could not be simplified, I rethought their ap

propriateness to my students. If I still found it absolutely neces
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sary to create a lesson in English, I asked a teacher from another

discipline to take it over. Alternatively, I created a lesson that any

substitute teacher could use while I was attending a professional

conference. This protected the time for instruction in the target

language.

Classroom management in the Target Lan
guage

Keeping 37 students on task all the time is a challenge in any

language. I used a combination of team building, direct teaching

of desired behaviors and traditional non-verbal strategies. When

we switched to a French-only classroom, I immediately saw that

novice level learners did not have enough language to sidetrack

us; we stayed on task and language much longer.

I admitted up front that speaking French for the entire class

period was going to be dicult for everyone and we could only

succeed together. I had spent the first two months of class creat

ing a cooperative environment. I was able to build morale with

expressions like, “Excellente conversation! Elle a duré 3 minutes.”

(Excellent conversation! It lasted 3 minutes.) Eventually the stu

dents began to remind each other to speak French and praise

those who did.

Many of us already directly teach expected behaviors with pic

tures and actions. Over the years, I have simplified the directions

so that novice learners can quickly comprehend and say them. I

used the commands to remind them ofappropriate behaviors and

identify the positive behaviors that I saw. “Merci Ian, tu travailles

bien.” (Thank you lan, you are working well.) For more challeng

ing classes we went over a checklist of behaviors after every activi

ty to highlight what we did well and what we needed to improve.

I applied many traditional classroom management techniques

such as voice tone and non-verbal control in the new situation.

Proximity, moving closer to an off-task student, worked well

without breaking the flow. I had to handle blatant violators and

repeat offenders outside of class rime by working with parents

and administrators. At times, we modified the education goals

of frustrated students. If the students wished to discuss dicult

problems with me in English, they caine before school.

Conclusion
The peer-pressure to succeed in the target language environ

ment was intense, but it focused the students in a way I had never

seen before. They were proud of their progress. Their efforts to

keep speaking French at all costs, forced them to work together to

create communication. The heritage speakers become a special re

source. Students craved new ways to express themselves in French

and actively directed their own learning. When students stepped

into my classroom, they were entering an all-French zone. They

were in their seat and speaking French when the bell rang and

the clock started ticking. Daily practice maintaining communi

cation improved their performance on interpersonal assessments.

‘Ihey were more comfortable with native speakers who evaluated

their performance with rubrics in the French café and Vacation

Destinations units.

Curiously, each class assumed that they were my favorite and

I was secretly rooting for them. After each month, the class with

the most minutes was allowed to convert a learning experience

into a learning celebration. When we were studying Morocco, we

converted a standard lesson into a mint tea and couscous tasting

with authentic decorations and Arabic and French rap music. By

the end of the year, second nature led us to speak French for the

intrinsic pleasure of success and students truly appreciated the

power of the English-free zone.
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A New Take on the Family Album
Susana Epstein

Envisioning your class as a
family for one year opens up a

new way to think about the tra
ditional family album, a staple
project in many texts and curri
cula. The seemingly simple fam
ily tree project could be too sen
sitive for many children. I had
always experienced a certain
discomfort every time I taught
the family unit to my 5th grad
ers since most textbooks stress
traditional family structures
that contrast with the reality of
our contemporary society. Al

though stepparents and stepsiblings or half-siblings may appear in

some publications, gay and lesbian parenthood, for example, has

not yet appeared in mainstream language textbooks. Reflecting

on these issues, I started to envision an alternative to the family

tree. A class photo album or yearbook could be a project that en

ables students to create with language and to share the important

people and pets in their lives without the requirement to provide

a complete family tree.

To prepare for the project students learned family vocabulary

and language structures needed to talk about family members

and their activities and had many [earning experiences to prac

tice and reinforce this language. My students created family trees

for fictional characters Garfield, Donald Duck, Spiderman, and

Cinderella. They solved logic problems in Spanish about family

relationships, worked on a crossword puzzle and played hangman.

They also presented the families of famous Hispanics from his

tory.

Then we began to personalize the language. Students gathered

picture.s of their family, friends, and pets. ‘They presented the pho

tos orally on a poster or in PowerPoint presentation to the class,

as a “show and tell”. This provided another forum for students to

practice the family vocabulary, describe their family, talk about

what they were doing in which locations, and to i-ehearse orally

what they would later write.

To create the album we followed these steps:

• Students choose photos of themselves, family inembers,

pets and friends for inclusion in the album and bring

them into class.

• Scan the photos and return the originals to the students.

The teacher or student assistants can do this.

• Allot one page for each student as if it were a school year

book.

• Students create, edit and type captions for their photos.

They can also add personal messages like those in year-

books. Since this is a presentational task and should be

error-free, you may want to provide dictionaries and sen

tence scaffolding as well as include a peer editing step.

• Students assemble their page with their name promi

nently displayed.

• The class works together to create and include pages for

advertisements, polls, teacher interviews, field trip logs

or special class activities.

• Hold a class competition for the cover design. Students

will vote anonymously for the best one.

• Laminate the pages and bind the album. Students can

then check the album out of the class library. Students

love to consult the yearbook to see everyone’s photos

throughout the school year.

Conclusion:
In my experience, this project brings the language alive and cul

minates in a fun, collaborative project for our classroom family.

The class photo albums provide meaningful contexts for students

to use their language. Current students enjoy looking at previous

class yearbooks and students often come back years later to look

at their 5th grade Spanish class album.

Susana Epstein (sepsteincollegiateschool
org) is a Spanish teacher 5-12 and chairs the
Foreign Lanuages Department at Collegiate
School in Nw York City. She has taught for
over 20 years at New York University, in the
School of Continuing and Professional Studies
Proratn, has presented her work at numerous
proessional conferences and has published a
variety of articles, including two in Learning

Languages). She is a native of Argentina and a

proud NNELL member.
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Introduction
Information gap activities are partner tasks that improve in

terpersonal communication skills. One student has information

the other student needs, hence a “gap” exists that students seek to

close through communication. As students gain experience and

language skills, they create language tliat is more meaningful.

These are activities that even students with limited amounts of

language can do successfully with different levels of scaffolding.

Gap activities exist to increase the amount and level ofcommu

nication in the target language. For many years, language teach

ers used dialogues to practice communication skills. Unlike the

traditional dialogues, tise student asking a question during a gap

activity does not already know the answer. This creates a need for

asking the question and makes the conversation more interesting

and motivating.

Gap activities provide additional opportunities for questioning

and vocabulary practice in a meaningful context. As the students

progress through the language levels, there is an additional focus

on grammar practice, but in a more meaningful way than rote

verb conjugation. Not oniy are gap activities an effective way to

reinforce vocabulary, but they also can introduce content or ex

plore culture in the target language.

Data
As in all areas of educational reftrm, data drives decision-inak

ing and instruction. In the spring of 2000, the West Des Moines

district used the Student Oral Proficiency Assessment (SOPA) to

gain insight on oral fluency and listening comprehension of 1527

students in a FLES program. At that time, 70% of students in

second grade were atJu nior Novice Low in oral fluency, 28% were

atJunior Novice Mid, and 2% were atJunior Novice High. With

the goal to increase student oral communication in the target

language and subsequently raise students from the junior Novice

Low levels to higher levels of oral language production teachers

implemented many gap activities.

Two years later, the district again assessed the same students us

ing the SOPA. This time, 30% of students were at Junior Novice

Low, 56% were at Junior Novice Mid, 11% were at Junior Nov

ice High, and 3% were at Junior Intermediate Low. ‘[he results

showed growth and daily classmom experience supported the

data.

X7hen this group of students reached sixth grade, the district

once more assessed with the SOPA. ‘The junior Novice Low had

dropped to 25%,Junior Novice Mid grew to 58%,junior Novice

High jumped to 14%, and lunior Intermediate L.ow remained at

3%. Oral fluency level scores had increased again, with no stu

dents scoring lower than they had in any previous year. Since

then, gap activities have remained in a prominent role in the

FLES curriculum. We have further developed and refined our

many activities to match the specific skills we would like our stu

dents to use and master.

Getting Started
Before introducing the first gap activity to your students, you

need to gather a few materials.

• Folders are essential to keeping the information secret

from their partner. Students stand their folder on end

and hide their paper behind it. Absent a folder, use a

book, clipboard ifthey have one, or folded piece ofpaper

to block the information from the other partner.

• Tokens help students keep their place in the gap activity.

These can include colored counting bears, small plastic

animals, coins, small family pictures, or anything small

you have available. We choose to use counting bears

when we do the “hidden object” gap activity. Because

we use this token with every grade, our students know

immediately that a gap activity is imminent as soon as

they see the bears. The reaction is universal from first

through sixth grade — hand clapping, squealing, and “I

love this game!” is the response to seeing the bears.

• Plastic page covers and binders and are an easy way

to store gap activities for multiple uses. Plastic page cov

ers are quicker and more convenient than laminating the

pages. Slip the activity page into the transparent sleeves

and give washable markers so students can write on the

sleeve. Teachers revise the gap activities and the new ver

sion is easily switched with the older version. Binders

allow for quick and convenient storage of the gap activi

ties.

• Sticky notes allow for multiple uses of one activity be

cause students write the vocabulary on sticky notes and

not the gap activity. Remove the notes after the activity

for reuse of the printed gap activity.

• Different versions of the gap activities for all types, ex

cept the hidden object, allow you to model the task with

out divulging the hidden information and eliminating

the need for the questioning. With a sample version of

the activity for modeling students understand the pro

cedure without gaining insight to the ans\vers.
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Tips and Tricks
There are some tricks to helpingyour gap activities run smooth-

ly.

• Most gap activities are labeled “Person A” and “Person

B” or “Person 1” and “Person 2”. Be more specific: nuin

ber the gap activities in the upper right corner, so there is

a #1 Person A, #1 Person B and so forth. This is a quick

way to assign new communication partners and give the

opportunity to practice number recognition. Pass out

the activity and then the students search for the person

with the same number. This person becomes his/her

partner for the activity. To collect the materials at the

end of the activity, call the students up by number to en

sure the return of all gap activities.

• Depending on paper and printing restrictions, you can

either reduce paper usage or create ease of teacher distri

bution and monitoring. To save paper with writing gap

activities, place both parts on one page, and then cur the

paper in half With an unlimired print budget, print the

two parts on two different colors to help quickly distin

guish which child has each part.

• Use classroom teachers to help model a difficult gap ac

tivity. It will take a little bit of your rime ahead of class,

but it will make the modeling easier than if you mod

eled by yourself It is a great way to involve the classroom

teacher and it lets the students see their teacher taking

an interest in language class. Provide a “cheat sheet”

with the vocabulary, the pronunciation, and the English

definition to your teacher helpers. Surprisingly, many

classroom teachers practice on their own because they

are worried they wi 11 look silly in front of their students.

An additional benefit to involving classroom reachers is

that once they arc comfortable with rhe vocabulary, they

will be inore likely to reinforce it during the rest of the

school day.

• After students have completed a gap activity in class, he

sure to bring closure to the activity. Go over a few an

swers, have a couple of students model what it sounded

like, or even give a wrong answer and have students cor

rect it. Graph responses as a class task. Usc the gap activ

ity as a starting point for written homework. For exam

ple, students use the information gained in an “Identify

the ocean animal” task to write two brief paragraph.s

about the animals. This holds students accountable and

the teacher informally assesses student comprehension.

Types of gap activities

Hidden Object Gap Activity
This is the most basic, versatile and easiest to explain of all the

gap activities. Student receive identical information, for example,

a map. Each chooses a place to “hide” their token on the map,

and then take turns guessing where their partner hid the token.

The guessing continues back and forth between students until

the location of one of the tokens is guessed. That token is then

moved to a new location on the map and the questioning con

tinues. This activity works well with maps of any kind and with

any set ofvocabulary. During our fi’mily unit, students receive a

family tree and a token. The token is hidden next to a picture of

a family member and the students guess which family member

has the token.

It is vital to introduce the activity in the target language, as

the goal of the activity is target language use by all students. We

start by modeling the activity in front of the class. We might be

gin by showing the class a poster with pictures of different ocean

animals. We place a sticky note over one of the animals and have

students tell which animal the note covers. After a few practice

rounds with this activity, a student comes to the poster and places

the sticky note over an animal, with the teacher nor looking. (Be

ing very dramatic, of course, with hands over eyes and claiming

nor to see!) The teacher guesses a few animals, asking the class,

until finding the correct animal. The “teacher versus class” activ

ity can be very popular with the students!

The teacher shifts the modeling to involve more students.

Choose a student to cover the animal and a different student to

guess which animal is hidden. Practice this, and then ask for vol

unteers to model using smaller versions of the poster and tokens.

Then the class is ready to try it on their own in pairs. Ample model

ing ofthe specific language you expect the students to produce and

checking for comprehension are critical steps in the process. Es

pecially with novice learners, the teacher must know exactly what

she expects her students to say. Scattering some of the key words

orphraseson the —

worksheet in
language bub
bles helps to en-
sure success. For
example, with
the poster of
ocean animals
some possible
prompts are: Is
it near the ...?, Is
it big? How does
it move?, What

ion
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does it eat? For students whose classes meet for short periods, you

may wish to model the information gap activity the prior class

period, but you will need to re-model briefly before starting the

activity in the next class.

Similarities/Differences
Each student has several lists of items. On one list, students

either have the same or different items than their partners. ‘fl-se

object is to decide if the partners have any differences in items and

to identify which items are different. On the activity, every other

list will begin with a special symbol. You can use a star, an aster

isk, a talking bubble, or some other symbol to indicate when that

person is to read her list to her partner. Once the list is read, the

partner indicates if the items listed ate similar or different from

his own list and then shares what his items were, ifdifferent from

his partner. That child then takes his turn to tell what is on his

paper.

This gap activity requires significant modeling. First, the stu

dents must understand what the talking symbol represents, and

then you begin modeling. As with the hidden object activity,

begin with the “reacher versus the class”. The teacher uses the

overhead or document camera to project the students’ page so the

entire class can see it. The teacher reads hcr list aloud and the class

indicates whether the information is similar or dircnt. After

practicing a few times, continue in the same sequence as the hid

den gap modeling with a student modeling in the teacher’s place,

then allowing students to work in partners.

lfstudents struggle with getting started, regroup and model the

activity once again. Continue to model in the target language. If

available, we sometimes use classroom teachers or native speaker

students to help us model this activity.

Something is Missing

‘This is a more advanced gap activity called Something is Miss

ing. Both students have information on the same topic, but one

partner is missing a piece. Through questioning of the partner,

students obtain the rest of the information. Students share this

information orally and record it.

For example, a class is studying foods and nutrition. In the

gap activity, both students have a picture of a girl named Rosa.

One student has an enchilada next to the picture of Rosa. The

other student has a blank. This student must ask, “What is Rosa

eating?” The other student will respond with, “Rosa is eating an

enchilada” and the questioner then draws it on her paper. For a

more advanced language learner, the student asks “Is Rosa eating

a burrito?” The student continues asking the question with dif

ferent foods until the correct food matches.

Modeling this gap activity is similar to modeling the similari

ties/differences gap activities. Begin by projecting the student

copy so all can see and proceed from “teacher versus the class” to

two students modeling.
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Three or Four-part activity
Most gap activities are pair activities, but others allow big

groups or whole classes of students to exchange information. The

three or tour-part gap activities are good for teaching content.

For example, in a unit on the rainforest, students are studying the

animals. For the four-part gap activity, each student has a matrix

with four rowc with an animal (either its name or a little drawing

of it or both) in each row. There are three columns, as well, titled
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Colors, Habitat, and Movement. One student has the informa
tion for the animal parrot already completed, having the colors,
habitat and movement pre-typed on her sheet. She does not have
the information for the other three animals, however. She must
visit with three other students in her class who have the informa
tion for the other animals. Those whom she interviews also ques
tion her about the parrot information. At the end of the activity,
all students have completed their matrices and have spoken with
at least three other students.

Utilize graphics to support students’ language. Place “bubbles”
with the questions for interviewing above each column, as some
question vocabulary may not be familiar to the students. Because
there are four parts working in the classroom and there is poten
tial for chaos, this activity works best with each part printed on
different colors of paper. Students speak only with others who
have differently colored papers.

Recycling gap activities
A gap activity is not a one-time event. We often use gap ac

tivities multiple years so students can continue to review previ
ously mastered vocabulary. Bringing out a gap activity they had
worked on last year often brings a feeling of comfort and success
before the activity has even begun because the students remember
they can do this activity on their own and successfully.

Conclusion
We find information gap activities to be a meaningful way to

have our students develop their conversation skills. It provides
them an opportunity to ask questions to which they do not al
ready know the answer. As we release the responsibility to our
students for producing language, it does feel as though we are no
longer needed at times, which can be heart breaking for a teacher.
But knowing that our students are confident in their language
skills and capable of speaking in the target language for up to
thirty minutes without teacher guidance is the ultimate goal of
a language teacher.

Our students view these activities as gaines and when given
a choice of activities, they often choose to do the gap activities
when they finish other assigned work. Every student, from our
struggling learners to our native speakers, can find success in
these activities.
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Resources
• Visit nnell.org to download the language-neutral vol

cano information gap and an animal information gap in
Spanish.

• The editor’s website offers free resources to get you start
ed: blank information gap templates, “Who can...?”
milling activity template in French, Spanish and English,
tasting prompters for an interpersonal beverage tasting
in French and Spanish. Just visit www.languageshap
ing.com/interpersonal. html

Lindsey Cornwell serves the Des Moines (Iowa) Public Schools as an
assistant elementary principal. Her teaching experience includes six
years of teaching Spanish in grades 1-6 in West Des Moines, IA. She
was the FEES district facilitator for four years. She has presented at
ACTFL and the Central States Regional conference and currently is
the Central States West Region Representative for NNELL.

fammy Dann reaches first through sixth grade Spanish in West Des
Moines, Iowa. She has taught FLES for the past nine years. She
vimisly served NNELL as the Iowa State Representative and the Cen
tral States West Regional Representative. Since 2007, she has served
as the NNELL Advcocay Chair. She has presented at her state con
ference, ACTFL and the Central States Regional conferences..
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his feature introduces products that may interest
early language educators.

MakeBeliefsComix.com
‘This website makes it possible for world language teachers and

their students to create short comic strips that may be printed
for use in the classroom. Created by Bill Zimmerman it features
illustrations by Tom Bloom. Upon entering the site, one easily
finds the tools to create comic strips with two, three, or four dif
ferent panels. A variety of human and animal characters is avail
able for use in each scene. Dialogue and thoughts may be added
with ease. ‘There are also several ideas for storylines that would
make interesting comic strips.

Strengths
MakeBeliefsComix.corn is user-friendly and simple to use.

Since visitors to the website may use any of the available images
to create their own conversations, this resource can be extremely
valuable to teachers who wish to present vocabulary and language
structures in a meaningful context. The characters are all visu
ally appealing, which is sure to catch the attention of children
in world language class. Although the website is currently un
able to handle non-Roman letters or characters, it is possible to
paste phrases from French, Portuguese, Italian, and German into
the “talk balloons” and “thought balloons” without any trouble
(despite appearances that it is primarily an English/Spanish lan
guage site.)

Best Audience
Children in elementary school would probably enjoy reading

and creating comic strips, particularly in the higher grades. Since
the content is not restricted to one particular proficiency level,
these comic strips would be useful in middle and high school
classrooms as rell

Information
The web-site is free to use, just visit www.rnakebeliefscomix.

corn.

Quick Takes

Pair Work 1
Well organized to allow teachers to find

appropriate tasks easily, the book begins with
an extensive Table of Contents that identifies
functions, grammar, language level and top
ics for the forty activities. The introduction
presents both the rationale for using infor
mation gap tasks and suggestions for prepar
ing and administering them. Comprehensive teacher’s notes for
each of the forty activities include systematic instructions and
some follow-up suggestions for the specific task.

The various information gap activities, games and task comple
tion exercises offer language rich opportunities for students. Ac
tivity titles include “At the Post Office”, “Associations” and “Half
a Crossword”. Originally created for English language learners
the exercises adapt easily for world language teachers. This is the
first level in a series called Penguin English Photocopiables.

Information
Pair Work I by Peter Watcyn-Jones and Deirdre Howard-Wil

liams is available on line at Barnes and Noble.com (ISBN 0 582
514630 Penguin 2002)

École des max
L’Ecole de loisirs offers original French books by subscription

November through June for the youngest level to fluent readers.
They also have a support website to expand on the language of the
stories. A wolf from C’est moi Ic plus beau (I am the most hand
some) asks aloud for students to identify fairy tale characters. For
many books, there is an author video. There are games for each
hook with oral instructions. Each book has three activities. Many
of the activities are interesting without the books. But the books
are a good value.

For younger children these books and online activities are best
for children in immersion schools or heritage speakers French
teachers at the middle or high school level also find that some of
the books integrate well into thematic units. The activities could
also provide an interesting resource to share with parents.

Information
Visit www.ccoledesinax.com to directly access the activities or

email Claude Farrugia (edl-maxpacbell.net) for more informa

tion.
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NNELL Award

Dr. Jack Bierwirth Receives
the 2008 NNELL Award

Paula Patrick, NNELL Vice-President

Dr. Jack Bierwirth, superintendent of Herricks Public
Schools in New York, addressed the need for elementary
world language programs as early as 1974 when he was in the
Hempstcad, New York school district. What Dr. Bierwirth
began 34 years ago is clearly a national concern today and he
continues to advocate for world language programs as early
as kindergarten. These programs will increase the number
of Americans who speak a second language, the number of
students who can achieve higher levels of proficiency and
the number of people who will be able to use a second lan
guage in a career path. Recent federal initiatives such as the
National Security Language initiative (NSL1) highlight the
growing national concern that if the United States contin
ues to be a monolingual society it will undermine its own
economic, political and social well-being.

Clearly decades ahead ofhis time in the United States, Dr.
Bierwirth helped establish a two-way bilingual program in
Spanish and Greek in the 1970s while he was superintendent
of Heinpsread Public Schools. He continued his pursuit of
language instruction for younger students in the 1980s as
superintendent for the Freeport School System where hc im
plemented a FLEX program and developed a six-week sum
mer immersion program.

As superintendent for the Portland Public School System
in the 1990s, Dr. Bierwirth again implemented an elemen
tary immersion program in Spanish, Japanese and Chinese.
One of his schools, Richmond Elementary School, received
the Goldman Sachs Foundation Prize for Excellence in In
ternational Education in 2005, mainly due to its outstand
ingJapanese Magnet Program.

Today Dr. Bierwirth continues his mission in the Her-
ricks Public School District. Teachers say that he continual

ly sends email, ListServ postings, articles and other resources
on early language learning. He enthusiastically supports ex
change programs that take students around the world to ex
pand their horizons and build their self-confidence . District

superintendents are the educational leaders of their districts
and their support for early language learning is vital for pro
grams to thrive. Last November, NNELL recognized Dr.
Bierwirth’s commitment to provide a world-class education
for all students with the 2007 NNELL Award for Outstand
ing Support of Early Second Language Learning. Congratu
lations to Dr. Bierwirth!
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Review

Disclaimer: The Editors of Learning Languages wrote and produced Mitos del mundo azteca, but did not edit

this product review. While we feel that the unit and its review may be of interest to NNELL members, this in

no way implies an organizational endorsement by NNELL.

Mitos del mundo azteca:
A Thematic Unit for Spanish

Dr. Lori Langer de RamIrez, Herricks School District

I

Mitos del mundo azteca (Myths of the Aztec World) is a the
matic curriculum unit designed for upper elementary or adoles
cent students of Spanish at the novice mid to intermediate low
level of proficiency. The unit uses Aztec creation myths as a the
matic center and involves students in interesting and fun activi
ties that connect to science, social studies and language arts.

Included in this very complete thematic unit are detailed les
son plans with articulated objectives, lists of target language
structures, and sample scripts for natural approach questioning
rechniqucs. The authors include lists of anticipatory questions,
directions for incorporating technology, and project ideas. The
lesson plans are particularly helpful since they include a variety of
graphic organizers and descriptions of excellent information gap
activities. Of particular interest to FLES teachers are the callout
arrows that highlight an “elementary friendly” activity in the les
son plans.

The phorocopiahie student worksheets and handouts are the
highlight of this creative thematic unit. They arc well designed,
visually appealing and — most importantly — pedagogically sound.
They serve to motivate students to speak, read and write about the
stories and science concepts presented in the lesson. The activi
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ties they support are short and target specific vocabulary and key
structures. Most importantly, they are fun! Kids will love them.

Also included in the unit are a myriad of ancillary materials
to use with the lessons. There are “mini books” that teachers can
photocopy and distribute to the students so that they have their
own copies of the stories. There is also a good assortment of tech
nology connections provided along with the unit. For teachers us
ing overhead projectors, there is a collection of colorful overhead
transparencies with supportive images and text. For SmartBoard
and computer users, there is a DVD with narrated multimedia
presentations of the folktales. A set of 8 ½” x 11” flashcards also
comes with the unit — including clipart images representing key
vocabulary terms as well as the Aztec gods and goddesses.

Topics
Ivfitos del mundo azteca is organized around traditional folk-

tales from the ancient Aztec world and infused with science con
nection s. The chapters include:

• Folktales: El sol y Ia luna and Los novios (pre-reading,
reading and post-reading activities)

• Science connections: the Solar System and Volcanoes

• Language Arts connections: writing your own myth

Conclusion
This unit provides teachers with a wealth of materials for a the

matic unit on Aztec myths and science connections. No matter
what level Spanish you teach, there is something in this unit that
you can use right away to incorporate language, culture and con
tent into your classes. This is a unit with something for everyone!

Information
RusseT, P. & Porello, E. (2005). Mitos del mundo azteca: Cuen

tos tradicionales aztecas. Issaquah, WA: Language Shaping So
lutions. (ISBN: 0-9718678-5) available from WWW.laflgLlage

shaping.com.
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Advantages of a
Thematic Approach
Sarah Heyman and Patricia Morales, Princeton Regional Schools

Introduction
“jEs .lvlUYgrande!” (“It’s really big”) exclaimed a 4th grade

student, upon hearing that the Argentinosaurus measured 41 me
ters and weighed 100 tons. Descriptions of this ancient beast that
roamed Argentina millions ofyears ago captivated students. Our
thematic unit on ancient beasts provided a motivating context for
communication that engaged even the heritage speakers.

The world language curriculum in Princeton centers on the
matic units that connect with other disciplines in order to make
the learning experience both meaningful and powerful for the
students. Over time, we have discovered many advantages to the
thematic approach to curriculum design and have come to believe
that thematic units can be the best way to develop an effective
world language program. As teachers, we have found these units
fun to teach and filled with information that we have enjoyed
learning.

What is a Thematic Unit?
Thematic units are more than isolated lists of vocabulary,

grammar points, or language functions. It is important to design
thematic units from the national standards with clearly defined
objectives. ihey should offer opportunities for connections with
other content areas. Units should also have a strong cultural foun
dation, perhaps centered on a piece of authentic literature that
provides a language-rich environment for learners. fl,e theme
should lend itself to performance assessments in each of the three
modes (interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational) in order to
determine how well students have achieved the desired outcomes

(American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Lan
guages, 1999). The best
thematic units avoid lit
eratu re in translation and
content without a cultur
al connection. While it
may seem difficult at hust
to design a good thematic
unit, each one you design
makes it easier to create

the next one.

Why Use Thematic Units?

Reinforce Content
Thematic units can reinforce grade-level curriculum: in sci

ence, math, history, art, and music. When students in one class
began a unit on the rain forest with their classroom teacher,
the students identified a picture as “El Bosque Tropical.” The
units also offer the opportunity to recycle and spiral through
previously introduced concepts and vocabulary. Fourth grad
ers talk about volcanoes and the Ring of Fire. When they get
to eighth grade, the students will use the vocabulary in a new
context when learning about the Galapagos Islands.

Engage Heritage Speakers
Since in our district all elementary students rake Spanish,

including heritage speakers, presenting new information en
gages everyone in the learning since it weaves content knowl
edge with language skills. By introducing information about
marine animals, the solar system, volcanoes, dinosaurs, and
the production of chocolate, the heritage speakers are able to
acquire new vocabulary and concepts.

Provide a Context for Communication
The culture and content provide a context for the commu

nication skills. We design each unit to include high-frequency
vocabulary and language functions that can apply in many
contexts. These include expressing likes and dislikes, describ
ing, expressing opinions, comparing, and obtaining inforina
tion. Students can use these language functions in a variety of
contexts and transfer tasks: ordering at a restaurant, going to a
market, visiting a school, or exploring a pyramid.

Create Cultural Connections
Through the exploration of the history, literature, art, and

music of the target cultures, students develop an awareness of
their products and practices. Elsoly Ia luna (The Sun and the
Moon), a Aztec legend, enriches the third grade unit on the
solar system, Turrialba, a Costa Rican legend, enhances th
fourth grade unit on volcanoes. For fourth grade, Elsecreto c/c
Ia llama (The Secret of the Llama), a Peruvian legend about
the importance of the llama, provides insight into the culture
of the people in thu Andes mountains. In our sixth grade be
ginning French classes students read authentic children’s sto
ries and a Cajun legend.
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How to Develop Thematic Units
‘XIhile beginning to develop and implement a curriculum

based on thematic units may appear daunting, it does not have to
be. The easiest way to begin is by choosing one theme you feel is
relevant to your students linguistic, cultural, and content needs.
At that point, you can focus on what you want the students to
be able to do by the end of the unit and how they will show you.
From there you can develop learning experiences that will help
the students succeed. Once you have acquired a base set of assess
ments, rubrics, and activities, you can reuse and adapt them for
future units. As you create more units, you will find it easier to
create authentic, appropriate, and motivating units that are excit
ing for you and your students.

To develop complete and thorough thematic units, the teach
ers should meet and review the grade-level curriculum to decide
which themes best integrate into the world language curriculum.
Key factors for creating good thematic units include a cultural
component, a selection of comprehensible and appropriate vo
cabulary, assessments that incorporate a variety of abilities and
language functions, and opportunities for the development of in
terpersonal, interpretive and presentational skills.

After determining the topic for a thematic unit, the next step is
to develop an idea of what you would like the students to be able
to do during and at the end of the unit. From there, create one
interactive and intriguing activity at a time that you think will
aid the students in reaching those goals.

During the fourth grade unit on chocolate, students learn what
conditions the cacao tree needs to grow, and see a drawing of a
cacao tree with a trunk that teacher can make “grow” as the stu
dents name the necessary elements. Using finger puppets of An-
dean animals or drawn masks, students act out and present El
secreto tie Ia llama. Vhile studying dinosaurs, the class explores
how many students it would take to equal an Eoraptor, in com
parison with a Giganotosaurus or an Argentinosaurus. During the
unit on volcanoes, students demonstrate the steps of a volcanic
eruption by using magnetic pieces on a giant paper volcano and
describing the stages. They also physically demonstrate and act
out the steps the volcano undergoes by using Toral Physical Re
sponse (TPR) gestures.

Conclusion
Creating language and content rich thematic units is a major

challenge and making them cohere into aim articulated curricu
lum even a greater challenge. Setting outcomes, making connec
tions, identifying vocabulary and language functions, creating
learning activities and finding authentic materials It’s a daunt
ing task, both time intensive and cognitively demanding, but we
note student progress and engagement with our thematic units

and we wouldn’t have it any other way. This is our contribution to
the collection of “best practices” for young language learners.

References
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages. (1999). ACTFL

performance guidelines. Younker, NY: American Council on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages.
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Allocating Time in FLES.

An Action Research Project
Heather Jean Hendry, Teaching Fellow, University of Pittsburgh

Introduction
When designing an elementary school foreign language pro

gram, teachers and administrators face the challenge of appropri
ately allocating time within the school year to promote student
proficiency. In their book Languages and Children: Making the
Match, Curtain and Pesola recommend that administrators de
sign FLES programs that meet no less than thirty to forty min
utes per day, and no less than three to five days per week (2004).
However, due to curricular and fiscal constraints, some elemen
tary schools only allow one or two half-hour classes a week. Many
of the teachers involved in these two to three day a week programs
become frustrated with the low level of student proficiency and
the high level of classroom management. Curtain and Pesola
discuss the challenges related to sporadic scheduling, “Programs
that do not meet daily will be required to devote a significant pro
portion of class time to review activity to compensate for the long
periods of time between language classes.” (2004, p. 451)

Current literature in the field of foreign language describes the
benefits and challenges of elementary foreign language programs
that meet several days a week over the course of a year, however
little is known about elementary school foreign language pro
grams that provide daily instruction within limited time frames
ofseveral weeks during the academic year. in this action research
project, student surveys, teacher journaling, and individual stu
dent oral proficiency assessments evaluate a six and six model that
distributes elementary school Spanish instruction within two
six-week periods throughout the year. Findings demonstrate that
the six and six instructional model promotes student proficiency,
increases student confidence, and reduces classroom management
issues. The following research questions guide this study:

• I47hat is the ejfect ofan intensive elementary schoolfo reign
language program on student projiciency in the target lan
guage?

• How does an intensive elementary schoolforeign Lmguage
program ajfrct the attitude and confidence level ofthe stu
dents toward their kno u/edge ofthe target language?

• How does an intensive elementary schoolfrreign language
pro ram a/fret the management ofa target-language-rich
classroom?

An Intensive Schedule
After three years of teaching Spanish twice a week in an inde

pendent elementary school in Washington, DC, I observed that
my students had reached a plateau in their learning. I contin
ued to struggle with classroom management. Students were able
to perform tasks characteristic of novice learners such as listing
items, identifying particular vocabulary words, and producing
small chunks of memorized phrases. However, I wondered if
these students could begin to create with the language if they had
Spanish within a more intensive schedule.

In order to modir the current schedule without sacrificing in
structional time devoted to other areas of the elementary school
curriculum, I developed a six and six schedule that concentrated
Spanish instruction within two six-week periods throughout the
year. ‘This intensive schedule was designed by totaling the num
ber of hours the students attended Spanish classes in the current
twice a week elementary Spanish program and dividing that time
into two six-week periods. The students began their Spanish in
struction in mid-November, and attended Spanish classes every
day from 11:30 to 12:00. At the end ofJanuary, after six weeks of
Spanish instruction, the students attended drama class instead of
Spanish for the following six weeks. After completing six weeks of
drama classes, the students returned to having Spanish every day
for another six weeks beginning at the end ofApril.

I chose to iirmplement this model for third grade, since these
students were the oldest in the independent elementary school
where I was currently teaching. Their drama teacher was willing
to participate in an intensive schedule as it provided opportunity
for daily practice ofdramatic performances. The students in these
third grade classes had completed four years of Spanish classes in
a twice a week elementary foreign language program.

Data Collection

Oral Proficiency
For the purpose of this study, I designed a modified Early Lan

guage Listening and Oral Proficiency Assessment (ELLOPA) to
assess students who followed the basic fiarmat established by the
Center for Applied L.inguistics. hstablished by the Center ofAp
plied Linguistics, the ELLOPA is an oral interview used to assess
the proficiency ofsttmdents enrolled in preschool and elementary
second language programs. (Thompson, 1997) According to the
Center for Applied Linguistics, an ELLOPA requires two lan-
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guage educators to rate and record an oral interview with one

student. The oral interview includes the following tasks: listen

ing to commands and identifying various objects. answering basic

conversational questions, following and giving directions, singing
songs, and finally retelling a familiar story such as “Goldilocks
and the Three Bears” (see Appendix A).

Although I was unable to find a second Spanish speaker, I fol
lowed the rest of the ELLOPA format designed by the Center of
Applied Linguistics. Instead, I wrote detailed notes of the casks
that the students were able to complete by filling out a checklist
(Appendix A). I immediately evaluated students after their in
terview and assigned a rating similar to those of the ELLOPA:
junior novice low, junior novice mid, junior novice high, or junior

intermediate low. I administered this modified ELLOPA at three

milestones of the project: in September, before the first six-week

block, in February, at the end of the first six-week block; and in

Ma)’, after the second six-week block. I ascessed sixteen students

from two different third grade classes. These students were previ

ously identified by their Spanish teacher as demonstrating low,

mid and high levels of proficiency.

Self-Assessment
In addition to conducting three individual proficiency assess

ments of each student, students completed a self-assessment at the

end of instruction for the year. They answered questions about

their ability to use formulaic phrases, to produce and create with

the language, to remember cultural facts, and their attitude to

wards specific aspects of the Spanish language and the intensive

schedule. (see Appendix B) On the survey, the students were able

to indicate “yes,” they could complete the task, or “yes, I can com

plete the task with help,” or “no,” they were unable to complete

the task.

May

Teacher Journal
I also collected data through my teacher journal where I record

ed general observations on student proficiency, student attitudes,
and classroom management. ihese qualitative data support the
quantitative data collected from the formal assessments and sur
veys. These nine journal entries recorded stories involving the stu
dents and personal feelings and frustrations see Appendix C).

These methods of collecting data allowed me to view the six
and six model through various lenses. The niodified ELLOPA
interviews revealed the ability of the students to comprehend,

speak, and create with the language; the student self-assessments
provided the students’ perspectives and attitudes about their
knowledge of the language and culture and the six and six model;
and finally the journal reflected my personal feelings and observa
tions of day-to-day incidents in the classroom.

Findings
The findings of the data collected revealed several themes re

garding concentrated language instruction in elementary school
programs.

Oral Proficiency
Graph 1 shows the trends in proficiency measured by the mod

ified ELLOPA at three points in time: before 3rd grade Span
ish instruction, after the first block of Spanish instruction, and
after the second six-week Spanish course. In September, most of
the students’ proficiency ratings fall within the junior-novice-low
and junior-novice-mid categories with a small number ofstudents

in the junior-novice-high category. These data represent the stu
dents’ proficiency after four years of a twice a week elementary
Spanish program. In February, after the completion of the first

Proficiency Trends (Modified ELLOPA)

0%
I .__••I’”. I
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concentrated six-week block, all of the students fail within the

junior-novice-mid and junior-novice-high range of proficiency.

This indicates that the students’ proficiency is rising.

in May, after the completion of the second six-week block, all

of the students fall within the junior-novice-mid, junior-novice-

high, and junior-intermediate-low categories of proficiency: this

is the first time that students emerge into the junior-intermediate-

low category. Students were able for this first time to create com

mands for the interviewer and retell the story of Goldilocks and

the Three Bears.

Self-Assessment
As indicated in graph 2, most of the students were able to com

plete the tasks involving formulaic, memorized speech without

help. Some of the students needed help, and very few were un

able to complete these tasks. Listing and producing memorized,

formulaic expressions are skills typical ofjunior novice speakers.

Graph 1 also displays the number ofstudents indicating that they

could produce non-formulaic, creative speech. The ELLOPA re

sults indicated that fewer students would be able to create with

language since the majority of the speakers received a rating of

junior-novice-mid, capable of producing mostly formulaic, mem

orized speech with only a few at junior-intermediate-low.

Student Responses to Self Assessment

Can you respond to
these types of questions?

Formulaic and Memory Creative

No

With Help

Cultural

The student self-assessment also displays the attitudes of the

students towards the concentrated schedule and their feelings

about Spanish language and culture. The first question, as in

dicated on the bar graph 3, asks the students if they like having

Spanish every day. About half of the students answered yes and

the other half no. This could indicate that half of the students

prefer the six-by-six model and the other half prefer having Span

ish twice a week for a whole year. Due to the way the question was

phrased, the students who answered “no” to having Spanish every

day could simply have another favotite subject that they would

rather have every day, such as gym or computers. Although this

question is phrased in a way that might have not assessed the true

attitudes towards the new model of instruction, it is compelling

that halfof the students did prefer this new model despite its nov

elty, and with more exposure, more students might become more

comfortable learning in the new schedule and begin to change

their preference.

“Would you like to have a Spanish-speaking friend?” and “Do

you like to speak Spanish in class?” were the second and fourth

questions asked on the student self-assessment. The majority of

the students indicated that they would like to have a Spanish-

speaking friend and enjoy speaking Spanish in class. Observa

I I
Student Responses to Self Assessment

#1 I liked having Spanish everyday.

Yes

No

No Response fr

0 2 4 6 8 10

tional data that I gathered in the teacher journal suggests that this

positive attitude toward Spanish language and culture is directly

related to having Spanish in a concentrated block: students felt

much more comfortable speaking in class than when they were

attending twice a week in previous years. In looking at the obser

vations on student proficiency recorded in my journal (Appendix

C), it appears that students used the language more as instruction

is concentrated.

I I
Student Responses to Self Assessment

#2 Would you like to have a
Spanish-speaking friend

Yes

No

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Teacher Journal
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Student Responses to Self Assessment

#3 We have too many Spanish classes.

No Response

Student Proficiency

Appendix C summarizes the observations that I recorded in

my teacher journal. To explore my reflections, I reread each entry

and coded the comments to show their focus: student proficiency,

student attitudes, and classroom management.

The first day of the six and six model indicated that I was

somewhat discouraged by the students lack of comprehension

Student Responses to S&f Assessment

#4 Do you like to speak
Spanish in Class?

and language production despite participating in a twice a week

elementary foreign language program for four years. After one

week of running the concentrated six and six model, I began to

feel enthusiastic as the students were beginning to perform better

and a new student who had never attended Spanish classes began

participating in class.

On I)ecember 13, after four weeks of Spanish every day, a

“teachable moment” occurred with my students:

Yesterday, afrw students hadfinished the project we were
doing and without prompting began to play, “Señorita
Hendry, “where one child was the teacher and the remain
der ofthe children were the students. The child who urns
“Señorita Hendry began to mimic me. . . they enjoyed trying

to recreate my voice and were using all ofthe Spanish we
review each day during our daily routines, (ie. the morn
ing message. the date, and the weather). I was so amazed!
Never have my students been able to use their Spanish
withoutpromptingfrom the teacher!

During the second block of concentrated instruction, students
continued to flourish with their proficiency. While conducting
ELLOPA assessments, I noticed a new skill that the students had
developed. They were able to infer the answers and apply what
they already knew to make intelligent guesses with unfamiliar
words and phrases. I also noticed that students were beginning
to invent Spanish words and phrases based on familiar language
structures. After learning the alphabet, students were able to spell
words with ease. At the end ofboth concentrated blocks, the class
performed a play, and the students learned their lines with ease,
despite unfamiliar vocabulary. I had incorporated an end of the
year drama performance in previous years, but it required much
more preparation, and teacher prompting.

The general increase ofproficiency recorded in my teacher jour

nal supports the findings of the modified ELLOPA. After par

ticipating in the six and six model, more students were capable of
creating with the language. This language play is apparent in the

entries recorded throughout the year.

Student Attitudes

Another “teaching moment” occurred today when a child
shared a story. She stated that her mom was writing a
Ohristmas card to her older brotherc Spanish teacher. My
student said that her morn wrote “Feliz Navidad!” without
the exclamation point upside down at the beginning ofthe
phrase.

In the following weeks, I noted that students felt sure enough
to speak in the halls with the heritage speakers who worked at the
school. The students began to treat their homework assignments
more seriously. In general, as indicated in Appendix C, students
had a new enthusiasm for class projects and were excited about

I I

Yes

No

Students
were beginning to create and play with the language

without any prompting from the teacher. This play and language
creation is indicative of students in the junior intermediate low
proficiency rating, a level not reached prior to the implementa
tion of the six and six model. Another example of students using
spontaneous language occurred on January 10, at the end of the
first concentrated block of six weeks. While participating in an
individual classroom project, I noted that students were chatting

in Spanish . In previous years, students would resort to English

0 2 4 6 8 I o when speaking with each other during individual projects and
center work.

Yes

No Response
As indicated in Appendix C, my teacher observations demon

strated that student confidence increased over time after partici

2 - 4 681012 paring in the six and six model. At first, the students felt as though
they did not know much language; after one month of participa
tion in the concentrated model, students began correcting their
parents’ Spanish. For example, on December 13, I recorded:
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learning new words so that they were able to speak more in class.

On April 3, just after spring vacation, one student reported that

he was very proud that he was able to speak Spanish to the taxi

driver in Puerto Rico. Another student stated that she brought

her Spanish homework journal to Spain so that she was able to
speak with the hotel cleaners.

Classroom Management

Classroom management was directly affected by the imple

mentation of the six-by-six model. In the beginning of the year, I

reported that it was very difficult to control the class; I felt that I

was constantly reviewing content that we had previously covered

in class. After several weeks of the concentrated model, I was en

countering fewer discipline problems and was able to teach more
content. On November 20, I expressed my excitement, “I am fi

nally enjoying teaching again as I am no longer simply a ‘police

man’ focused on discipline. Hurray! I am actually teaching Span

ish!”

In addition to positively affecting classroom management, the

six and six model has changed the curriculum. Instead of briefly

covering topics, the students were able to complete challenging

activities in each thematic unit. On April 22, I noted...

[have really enjoyed teachmg this way as I have more
freedom to do the activities that [have always wanted to
do, but the students were not readyfor. For example, we

have been doing a unit on “Ia casa” and we incoiporai-ed
“Spain” and the royalfamily and designed palaces, describ
ing them in Spanish.

In previous years, I was unable to complete cultural projects

such as these due to the students’ lower proficiency and challenges
with classroom management.

Conclusion
Through individual proficiency assessment, self-assessment,

and my observations, I have discovered that time allotment is di

rectly related to student proficiency, student attitudes, and class

room management. Elementary foreign language programs that
have a limited amount of time should consider scheduling their

language classes into concentrated blocks. This concentrated

model allowed for higher proficiency ratings; enthusiastic atti

tudes toward language ; higher confidence levels; less classroom

management difTcultics; and snore curricular depth within the

matic units.

I hope that this study will motivate FLES teachers across the

United States to do their own research projects to advance the

understanding of time allotment in elementary foreign language

programs. Further action research is needed that examines opti

mal time allotment in FLES programs, investigates student profi

ciency after the completion of a concentrated program, and com

pares the attitudes and proficiency of students in a concentrated

model with those who arc enrolled in a twice a week program.

Today, elementary schools are expanding their offering to new

subjects such as computers, science lab, second and third Ian

gliages, and outdoor education. However, they are not able to add

more time to the school day. I wonder if teaching other subjects in

concentrated six and six blocks would help solve the lack of time

spent studyingparticular subjects. I wonder ifproficiency, student

attitudes, student confidence level, classroom management, and

curricular depth would change within other elementary school

subjects as well. “Time” will only tell
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Appendix A Modified ELLOPA Questions

Game 1: Magic bag
Muistrame ci reifono

Muéstrame ci futbol

Muistrame Ia mesa

vtuéstrame ci bocadilio

Muéstranse ci gato

IyI.uéstramc Ia television

Muéstrame el color verde

Muéstrame ci color amarillo

Muéstrame ci coior café

Muéstrame ci color violeta

Muéstramc Ci color roio

Muéstrame Ci nino

t’Iuéstrame Ia camisa dci nino

Iviuésrramc Ia camisa dci nino

De qué color es la camisa dcl nino?

Muésttame Ia nina

D6ndc esta ci vestido de la nina?

De qué cuior es ci vestido dc Ia nina?

Muéstramc Ia maestra

,jl)óndc está ci vcstido de Ia macstra?

iDe qué color cs ci vestido de in macstra?

viuéstrarne ci bcbc

Dc qué color es ci pcio dci bcbe?

iQé hace Ia nina?

Game 2: Come to the ocean
Muésttainc ci tihuróji

Muistrarne ci dtUiii

?vliiustramc ci pci

Miiestrsnsi Ia rortuga

Von ci tjhurón arriha

Pun ci pcz enrcnte de Ia planra

Von Ia rortuga abajo

Von ci pci en Ia caheza del dcif is

iQpc animal soy yo?
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Game 3: Let’s sing
Do you know any songs in Spanish?

Can you name/sing the days of the week?

Can you name/sing the months of the year?

How high can you count?

Can you count by tens?

Game 4: Conversation
Qp,é riempo hace hoy?

Qpé tiempo hace aqui?

iQp,é tiempo hace aqui?

iCómo estás?

iCómo te llamas tü?

Cuántos anus tienes rL’l?

te gusta corner chocolate o vanilla?

Cómo se llarnan los nativamericanos quc viven en Mexico?

iTe gusta jugar al fütbol?

De ddndc eres

Qp,é pass?

Cuándo es tu cumpleaflos?

Cuántos niños y niñas hay en Ia clase de espanol?

Q,p,e dia es?

Game 5:
Using the felt board, retell the story of”Goldilocks and the Three Bears”

Appendix B: 3rd Grade S&f-Assessment

Can you do these things in Spanish? Mark a check to indicate

your answer

Yes Yes (with help) No

1. I can greet someone

2. I can ask “How are you?”

3. I can tell someone my name.

4. I can describe my house.

5. lean name 3 countries where Spanish is spoken

6. 1 can answer a question if someone asks me “Como estas or como te llamas

7. 1 can express what I like and do not like,

8. I know the capital of Spain.

9. lean count to 100.

10. I can describe the flag of Spain

11. 1 can say the date.

12. 1 can say my age.

1 3. 1 know where Spain is on the map.

14. I can name 3 parts of my body.

15. I can tell the weather.

16. 1 can name 3 colors.

17. I can sing a song.

18. I can count how many children are in class.

19. lean say where I live.

Answer Yes or No or complete the sentence

20. 1 liked having Spanish every day.

22. 1 think we have too many Spanish classes.

23. Do you like to speak Spanish in class?

24. Would you like to have a Spanish speaking friend?

25. I really would like to learn how to say __in Spanish.

26. Do you speak Spanish to other people in school?

27. lfyou speak Spanish in school, what do you say?

28. My favorite thing to do in Spansh is____________________

Appendix C: Themes from Teacher Journal

Date of Student Student Classroom
Entry Proficiency Attitudes Management

11/14/02 Production and cnsrrprrhen. Fnit as though they (sire Difficult, lots of reviewing.

ojost lou’ students shcmsnlvcs) did csorc discipline, Ic,, retch-

“Has rise lass fourynars aFFLES not rnmnnrber much ing nfennec,,c

bnnnawusce oftimc?”
from prcvi oar years

11/20/02 ‘The nra’ srs,dnns ,vlro occur Srudcnss scent nturc con. Entlrusiostic sn,dcnts, loss

sad Spanish bcfs,ec, is 1rarticr’ Irdc,sr able is, sake risks disciploic problcrrss. less

paring n,orc frcqoansly rcv’.csnirsg. mum snaclring

12/I 3/02 Srudcnts play se.sehcr” in Seudcnss am correcting Ssadciass arc irrisiasing

Spanish rcitknsrs prnosprrisg, parents in Sp.toialr. Thcy Spanish c,rnvcrsosinnssvrtla

snore larrgrrage used by slit sue lee placing stick l.tng,sagc nut frinmyrsig

dent, in class and are eor,lidcr,r Sn

12/17/02 Saint students speaking in Srs,dcnrs are speaking Upcoming break has

sentences rather shari one scnrd Spanish in maul wolrous brought tome challenges.

answers. plotnprnng.

1/10/03 During indepcndnnc work Students ore willing to Classes able to rlrssrouglrly

on proncrs, students clras in participate and use lan enmplnre thematic units

Spanish ,vial,nor prompting. go.ngr nscre fnnqrrenrly. in depth

Students is. accuired rourinc

expeesoions such a tilt date ;ss,i

tat ,eearhnr.

3/4/03 Ssudmnts infer answers so 50cr. Students urn taking Able rn,asId more ropics so

000s. They appl) svhor they hnmnwnrk seriously, units in currsculusrs Ste.

know so lignite out what rhcy dross take rods rots such as

don’t knnssi They ore making homrworss, calendar and

edr,eurrd guctsnt. enoashns cray scrnuasiy.

3/12/03 Sradcoss ,,rn insvenning Spanish Snsdcnts art showing I ant excited about bring

,sards md plararcs aed creasing nest nnshonias,o fur able to use unIt S1sun,sl,

smith the langsrugn. clsat psuiccns. They arc in class

canted about rupusiding

eueohnl.srv .s,,d learning

4/3/03 Students are sprllirtgwosds up. Stud ents are eosr1rles-

propssssrly. ‘The p urn a touting rig thr clsulininge tanks

annroncrs at their homework on homework. ‘lbs1

using both Spanish and brig- are proud so being their

!ssh st-hen tin1 do ‘rot k sosc tIre Sp.neis.b juurnsalr on saco

cnrrrcs Spanish vocahuia. non and use rhrir Span.

ish ens se.,rsnn u-irk their

furnihies.

4/22)03 Sradnrsss urn reading liens nn Students are proud ,f Able so include moer an’

class pray ruith nasa. The qaicklv chris ability to spnak and trviamns in ansu

u.9uian orss vocabulary. - sndosssand Spanish.
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NNELL Announcements

Call for 2008 Nominations
The National Network for Early Language Learning

is seeking nominations from members for candidates for
Vice President and Secretary/Treasurer. Successful can
didates will begin their positions at the November 2008
ACTFL Conference in Orlando, FL:

Elected Positions
The Vice-President (V-P) will follow a six-year track

(2008-2014) with two years each as V-P, President and Past
President. The candidate must be able to attend the ACT-
FL conference and the NNELL Summer Institute during
all six years. This elected position requires five to ten hours
per week, with more time required during the two-year
presidency. The V-P works with the N NELL President and
oversees the N NELL Award Committee and other com
mittees as needed. The V-P must have outstanding inter
personal skills and communication ability, and excellent
knowledge of the field of early language learning.

The Secretary/Treasurer (SIT) is elected for a renew
able two-year term (2008-2010). The SIT takes notes at
NNELL Executive Board meeting, at the NNELL Sum
mer Institute, and distributes the notes to board mem
bers. The S/T is required to work at the NNELL Booth at
ACTFL and handle money matters for all NNELL activi
ties except membership and the payment of bills. Candi
dates must plan to attend ACTFL each year of term.

Please send nominations to:

Janis Jensen, NNELL Past-President

Janzs.jensen @doe.5ttlteJ2j. us

Appointed Position
The National Networking Coordinator (NNC)

is appointed by the President for a renewable three-year
term (2008-2011). The NNC must have outstanding in
terpersonal skills and communication ability, and excel
lent knowledge of the field of early language learning. The

NNC coordinates all activities undertaken by state and
regional representatives, organizes all NNELL workshops,

meetings, booths and activities at the ACTFL Conference,
and the plans the NNELL Summer Institute. The NNC
works closely with the NNELL President with a time com
mitment of five hours per week. Candidates must plan to
attend ACTFL and the NNELL Summer Institute each
year of term. If you arc interested in becoming the NNC,
please submit your résumé to Terry Caccavale at caccava

Iet@ho11iston.K12.ma.us.

..
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Refereed Article

Effects of FLES on Reading Cc
Achievement: A Multi-methoi
Gregory Tay’or, Carine Feyteri, John Meros, Joyce Nutta

Recent second language acquisition (SLA) research has demonstrated certain advantages

for those who begin foreign language study early in life (Armstrong & Rogers, 1 997:

Caldas & Boudreaux, 1 999; Dumas, 1 999). At the same time, interest among parents,

students and educators in foreign language in the elementary school (FLES) has increased

in the last two decades, partly because of these benefits. Despite the history of challenges

in implementing enduring FLES programs in the second half of the twentieth century. the

efforts of early-start proponents and practitioners have paid off, boasting noteworthy suc

cesses across the nation.

One of these SUCCeSSeS occurred in Florida, when the school

board of a large district agreed to match state grant funds for a

pilot program in elementary foreign language. This presented an

optimal research Opportunity. From conception, the pilot aimed

to contribute research on basic skills in the SLA field in early lan

guage study. Its seven-year span offered insights that only a longi

tud I nal study could provide.

The school district collected the data and later made them
available to the researchers. The quantitative and qualitative data

included standardized test scores in target language vocabulary

and reading comprehension, survey results, and interview data.

In this way, researchers detected trends beyond those identiable

in an exclusively quantitative design.

The early FLES program was staffed by two Spanish speakers:

a native speaker, licensed in elementary education and a foreign

language teacher with a superior level of fluency in Spanish and

expertise in foreign language pedagogy at the elementary level.

This proved to be an effective combination of backgrounds, be

cause integration of the elementary school curriculum into the

FLES curriculum and innovative foreign language (FL) method

ology would be centerpieces of the program’s rationale and ulti

mate success.

The initial pilot was carried out in four elementary schools. The

FLES ream set out with two purposes and several elated initia

tives:

1. To develop interpretive and interpersonal target language skills

that a longer sequence of study could foster. flc program began

with kindergarten classes in the four schools and followed them

through fifth grade.

2. To test the effects of second language study on these students’
achievement in elementary school basic skills, espccialh’ those

evidenced by the Comprehensive Test of Basic
scores in the English reading comprehension and vocabulary

sub-tests. FLES planners anticipated, based on the results of
previous studies (Ginsburg & McCoy, 1981; Masciantonio,
1977) that participants enrolled in FLES classes would show
evidence ofgaiiis in general cognitive abilities.

The FLES team designed the curriculum to enrich cultui-al

understanding and global awareness by teaching Spanish in the
context of authentic music, stories and hands-on cultural activi

ties. Program planners hoped to foster young students positive

feelings about language, cultural diversity, and school in general.
These curricula were deemed age appropriate because learners
younger than ten or eleven rend to be more open to what is new
or culturally diverse than older children (Curtain & Dahlberg,

2004; Robinson, 1998). Spanish classes were a fun and stimu

lating component of the curriculum that could increase overall
student motivation at school. Any possible benefits of FLES for
general motivation were explored in the qualitative measures. Po
tential emergent trends in these areas could be of special interest
to foreign language and school administrators, especially as they

relate to the needs of children who lack success in other academic
areas.

The two FLES teachers developed a curriculum that integrated
foreign language objectives with elementary school basic skills.
They created FLES units of study that overlapped with themes
in the regular elementary curriculum with the belief that FLES
wouldpositively affect basic skills achievement and help justify the
time that would be dedicated daily to foreign language. Research
carried out in the last four decades has alrcady clearly linked early
foreign language study and bilingualism to the strengthening of
basic academic and general cognitive skills (Armstrong & Rogers,
1997; Caldas & Boudrcatix. 1999; Dumas, 1999).

l—listorically, school ofhcials, parents, teachers and others have
expressed concerns about the iinplenientation of FLFS programs
believing that precious time was sacrificed from the rest of the
curriculum to make room for foreign language study. Some
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wondered if second language instruction made sense for mono

linguals, who at times struggled with their other elementary sub

jects. This study attempts to allay these fears by showing that, far

from detracting from the rest of the curriculum, foreign language

study can enhance it, reinforce it, and help students to achieve in

all scholastic areas.

Review of Previous Studies
Explanations for cognitive and basic skill gains among FLES

and bilingual students have been investigated in SLA research,

from both a psycholinguistic and a general learning theory per

spective. Scholars exploring connections between early language

learning and basic skill/cognitive gains have considered how

learners process fundamental constructs of language, and how

this may relate to other forms of information processing. For ex

ample, Robinson (1998) maintains that children studying a sec

ond language (12) must employ language-processing skills that

cause them to stretch their cognitive processes. She further asserts

that early L2 language study appears to create an advantagc for

young language learners over their monolingual peers, whether

the instruction has taken place in a FLES or an immersion set

ting.

Vygotsky (1962) made groundbreaking assertions about pos
sible influences of bilingualism on the way children sense, pro
cess, and respond to language and language constructs. He main

tained that a bilingual child would be more comfortable with the

arbitrary nature of form and meaning in language than a mono

lingual child would, and therefore, would be more inclined to

separate them mentally.

Similarly, Bialystok and Ryan (1985) discussed the concept of

word as a fundamental language construct whose development in
the minds of children relates to their overall metalinguistic devel

opment. They viewed this metalinguistic ability in terms ofanal
ysis ofknowledge and control ofcognitive operations. That is, chil

dren who manipulate (analyze and control) two languages may
have a facility for separating form and meaning in their cognitive

style, unlike the monolingual children who may be less developed

in these abilities (Bamford & Mizokawa, 1989; Bialystok, 1986).

Bialystok (1986, p. 15) remarked, ‘The assumption in the pres

ent framework is that this movement is guided by the child’s in
creasing ability to analyze knowledge into such structured con

structs and to represent those structures as relevant knowledge.

Problems involving formal manipulations of structure require
such analysis.”. In a related article, Dc Bot (1998, p. 319) affirmed:
“There now seems to be little doubt that early bilingualism has

positive effects on the development of cognitive skills, learning

styles, and problem-solving capacities.’

Often scholars have hesitated to consider the cognitive effects

of bilingual, immersion and FLES instruction in the same dis

cussion. However, as the body of research has grown, the data

show notable similarities. A number of studies in the basic skills

literature over the past thirty years have shown gains on standard

ized test scores in basic skill areas such as language, vocabulary,

reading comprehension, mathematics and others for students

receiving early foreign language instruction (Armstrong & Rog

ers, 1997). Pertinent results from the first and second phases of

the studies will give readers additional insights regarding the

purported metalinguistic benefits for young monolinguals that

receive FLES instruction.

Donato and Terry (1995), in a summary of research findings

of the previous two decades regarding the cognitive benefits of

early language acquisition, cited a series of studies showing cog

nitive benefits, gains in academic achievement and more posi
tive attitudes towards other cultures for both young bilingual

children and children exposed to other language in FLES and

immersion settings. They provide background with their discus

sion of older studies (Bruck, Lambert, & Tucker, 1974; Landry,

1974) in which FLES and immersion students outperformed

peers on measures of divergent thinking and cognitive flexibility.

They also point to Foster and Reeves (1989) in which sixth grade

FLES students outperformed students in an English-only control

group in both metacognitive processing and in higher-level cogni
tive processing. Finally, they discuss findings by Bamford (1991)
comparing second grade immersion students to non-immersion

control students. Immersion students showed more growth in

nonverbal problem-solving ability than did their control group

counterparts.

In an overview of studies on basic skills and studies on the ef

fects of FLES on reading, math and language arts achievement

in particular, Armstrong and Rogers (1997) highlight key stud

ies that give further evidence of first language (Li) gains for

primary students receiving some FLES instruction (Garfinkel

& Tabor, 1991). The frequently cited study by Rafferty (1986)

demonstrated that FLES students outperformed control partici

pants on the language arts section of the Louisiana Basic Skills

Test. This was true across races, genders and academic levels. The

achievement increase for the fifth-grade participants was more

than twice that of younger FLES students. Rafferty concluded

that FLF.S instruction had contributed to learners’ acquisition of

native-language skills and that students experiencing diculties

in Ll language arts could probably benefit from participation in

Foreign language study.
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Garfinkel and Tabor (1991) reported significant gains in Eng

lish reading achievement for students with one to two years of

Spanish instruction in grades five and six as compared to a group

of students with no foreign language instruction. They found

that students of average intelligence seemed to benefit more from

Spanish instruction than those of above-average intelligence.

Similarly, Genesee (1992) addressed the effects of early language

learning on children of below-average intelligence with learning

problems who were at risk due to socioeconomic factors in a study

that found that although these students generally scored below

others on reading and grammar activities, they showed compara

ble gains in listening comprehension and speaking measures. As

in Rafferty’s study (1986), early language instruction appeared to

be helpful in certain ways to all participants, regardless of their

limitations. Thus, studies document a pattern of beneficial ef

fects of FLES instruction on basic skills and motivation, while

no study found FLES instruction to be harmful to basic skills or

cognitive advancement for participants.

Armstrong and Rogers (1997) focused on reading comprehen

sion, language and math concept scores for 100 third graders who

were also tested with the Otis-1,ennou School Abilities Aptitude

Test. In addition to pretest scores, gender and IQdatawere used as

covariates in analysis of covariance procedures. Because extreme

outlier scores for IQwere subsequently dropped from the study,

the researchers were unable to link IQ scores to basic skills data

with statistical significance, but remarked that previous studies on

basic skills, such as Garfinkel and Tabor (1991), had found some

indication of a relationship between foreign language instruction

and basic skills performance attributable to IQ Interestingly, the

Garfinkel and Tabor data indicated that students of average ap

titude tended to gain more in basic skills from the foreign lan

guage instruction than did those of above-average ability. Arm

strong and Rogers did not demonstrate statistical significance for

the effect of FLES instruction on reading comprehension scores

in their study. They attributed this to the oral/aural focus of the

instruction in their study. They also concluded that the statisti

cally signicant gains that were found for their participants on

language achievement and math achievement were “the result of

gains in the subject areas of math and language.” (Armstrong &

Rogers, 1997, p. 29).

Cognitive psychologists Houston, Hammen, Padilla, and Bee

(1989) developed a three-phase information-processingparadigm:

perception, parsing and utilization. In perception, the learner/

acquirer translates auditory signals into mental representations

of communication. In parsing, word representation is translated

into meaning. ‘Because communication is about meaning, pars

ing is a higher-order mental activity that allows us to interpret

the messages we receive.’ (Padilla & Sung, 1990, p. 42). Finally,

utilization concerns the use that we make of the meaning of the

message that we hear. In the utilization of meaning, an integral

component involves relating information in the message to the

information already in memory.

Vygotsky (1962) and Bialystok and Ryan (1985) conveyed

related concepts in their discussions of metalmguistic compe

tence and a child’s manipulation of language constructs. These

information-processing concepts reinforce previously mentioned

psycholinguistic research suggesting that children accustomed to

manipulating several languages will derive metacognitive ben

efits.

Dunkel (1986) and Glisan (1988) emphasize the active role of

language learning in the listening process. According to them, L2

listeners do not decipher sounds in isolation. They must rely on

redundancy to infer meaning from strings of utterances contain

ing distorted signals. Bacon says the speaker ‘digs out the speech

signal by managing to grasp the context of what is said (1989, p.
543).

Conducting FLES classes almost entirely in the target lan

guage is essential not only for the sake of rich input, but is in ac

cordance with beliefs about listening and message interpretation.

When presented with proper contextual support, large amounts

of target language input can be made comprehensible to children

while simultaneously helping them build metacognitive skills.

Armstrong & Rogers (1997), in their study of the effects of FLES

on achievement scores, noted that the teachers’ exclusive use of

the target language had apparently pushed the children to listen

carefully. Moreover, the classroom teachers in the study believed

this beneficial listening practice had carried over into the Li

classroom.

Research Questions
1. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ aural/

oral L2 (Spanish) skills?

2. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ CTBS

reading comprehension scores in their native language?

3. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ CTBS

vocabulary scores in their native language?

4. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ motiva

tion at school generally as perceived by parents and classroom

teachers?

5. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ cultural

awareness of the L2?

6. What effect will FLES instruction have on participants’ achieve

ment in reading, vocabulary, and language arts?

The Study — Phase I

Design
The FLES program began as a pilot in four elementary schools

in Pinellas County School District, Florida. For three years, the

approximately 500 kindergarten students in these schools began

receiving Spanish instruction for 20 minutes a day, four days a

week. A total of 21 classrooms participated in the study. Parent

and LI classroom teacher involvement was encouraged so tFat

language skills could be reinforced at home and in the main class

room. Special emphasis was placed on interpretive and interper

sonal communication skills in the instruction.

Phase I of the study was of quasi-experimental design. ‘Ihe

sample consisted of intact classes From four district elementary

schools. Control groups were matched with the experimental

participants based on: total school population, second grade pop

ulation, percentage ofWhite students, percent African-American

students, the CTBS-Cognitive Skills Index (CSI) aptitude scores

and the CTBS Reading scores (See Table 1). The CSI was in-
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cluded for use in later data analysis as a covariate to control for

differences in student ability across schools.

I ‘ I
Criteria for Matching FLES Schools with Control
GrouD Schools

Criteria FLES Group Control Group

Total School Population 755 732

2nd Grade Population 134 130

% White 8796 8996

% African-American 11% 10%

CTBS-CSI 108.5 107.25

(IBS Total Reading
(avg. percentile rank for 70,74,81,84 74, 76, 76, 81

each school)

Procedures
Research Question 1: Effect on participants’ aural-oral Spanish

skills

As can be seen in Table 2, more than three-quarters of the stu

dents who began FLES in Kindergarten (and were evaluated on

language skills in each of the three years) achieved or surpassed

the 80% cLit off per skill. Those entering in grade one or two and

participating in FLES for only one or two years achieved consid

erably fewer objectives. Data were collected in one-on-one inter

personal interviews with each student.

Research Questions 2 and 3: Effct on participants’ CTBS reading

comprehension and vocabulary scores

CTBS scores were the second measure and were used to explore

effects of the FLES instruction on LI reading comprehension and

vocabulary scores. They were administered to all the students in

the study after Grade 2. To measure the effect of FLES instruc

tion on CTBS reading comprehension and vocabulary scores, an

adjustment was made by the evaluation team to ensure that statis

tical assumptions would be properly accounted for in the analysis

of findings. ‘The plan had been to analyze the CTBS data with an

ANCOVA (Analysis of Covariance) procedure, but preliminary

tests found that the equality of slopes assumption required to use

ANCOVA was violated. Therefore, the Johnson-Neyman pro

cedure was used instead of an ANCOVA to test for statistically

significant differences in CTBS sub-test scores between experi

mental participants and control counterparts.

Research Question 4: Effect on participants’ motivation in school

generally

A survey instrument was developed by the Department of Pro-

grain Evaluation of the Pinellas County School I)istrict to gather

data on the effects on general motivation in school. The survey

consisted of eleven items directed to the parents o participants

to investigate how they perceived the FLES program and its ef

fects on their children’s school experience. Additional descriptive,

anecdotal data were collected by inviting parent comments on

this same instrument, and through a similar survey of classroom

teachers whose students were involved in FLES. See Appendix A

for the complete survey.

Research Questions 5,6: Effect on participants’ cultural awareness

and Li classroom perJrmance

Effects on student awareness of the cultures of the Spanish-

speaking world and performance in Li skills in the classroom

were measured through interviews with Spanish teachers. Dis

trict evaluators collected qualitative data about the nature of

FLES cultural components in the curriculum and their impact

on students. District evaluators also probed for any effects noted

by teachers in the way these students performed in the regular

elementary curriculum, particularly concerning interpretive and

interpersonal language processing. Classroom teachers were in

terviewed to generate descriptive data that might detect changes

not apparent in quantitative data.

Findings

Research Question 1

As can be seen in Table 2, more than three-quarters of the FLES

participants evaluated on FLES skills in each of the three years

achieved or surpassed the 80% mastery cut offper skill. This was

true for children who had been in the program for all three years,

whereas those entering late mastered considerably fewer objec

tives as would be expected.

[ I
% of Students who Passed at least 80% of the
Objectives in Grades K-2

FLES Entry K 1 2
Point

Kindergarten 8196 89% 79%

Pcgrade — 21% 57%

2d grade —
—

32%

Research Question 2

Results for the CTBS vocabulary subtest are shown in Tables 3

and 4. Experimental participants at or above the 80th percentile

on the CS1 index scored significantly higher than control par

ticipants on the CTBS vocabulary subrest. Experimental partici

pants whose scores ranged from the 25th to the 79th percentiles

on the CSI did not show a statistically significant difference in

vocabulary scores. The low aptitude group (at or below the 24th

percentile on the CSI) scored significantly lower on the CTBS

vocabulary sub-test than their control counterparts.

Research Question 3

CTBS reading comprehension scores are displayed in Tables 5

and 6. The high aptitude group (at or above the 87th percentile on

the CSI) showed gains of statistical significance when compared

to control participants. The middle aptitude group (from the 11th

to the 86th percentile) did not show differences of statistical sig

nificance. Experimental participants at or below the 10th percen

tile scored significantly lower on the CTBS reading comprehen

sion sub-test than control participants.
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Qditative data showed a ten
dency of classroom teachers to
report heightened motivation

and participation (particularly

in listening and speaking) for
lower-achieving students who of

ten lacked such successes in the
regular elementary curricular ac

tivities. This is consistent with the
findings of Rafferty (1986) and
Armstrong and Rogers (1997)
that were discussed in a previous
section pertaining to an early start
in L2 study and its effects on lower
achievers.

Cognitive Skills Index (CSI), Percentile Ranks (PR),
Number and Percentage of FLES Students

CSI Score Percen- # of % of
tile Rank Students Students

Above 113 80 264 35

88-113 25-79 415 55

Below88 24 76 10

Cognitive Skills Index (CSI), Percentile Ranks (PR), and Percentage of

Students Who Differed Significantly on CTBS Reading Comprehension

II.r p I

% of
CSl Score Percentile Rank Students

Above 118 87 26

79-188 11-86 71

Below 79 10 3

Vocabulary Percentile Ranks and Stanine Scores of
FLES and Control Groups at Corresponding Aptitude

.
Vocabulary

Aptitude
FLES Students Control Students

1IN.lTr

L

60 1 16 3 30 4

88 24 42 5 52 5

112 80 76 6 73 6

142 99 95 8 88 7

Research Question 5

The survey of FLES teachers by district evaluators found that

FLES teachers used a variety of media to infuse the cultural

component. These included authentic songs and literature, Latin

American and Spanish holiday and food experiences, as well as

videos to depict lifestyles in other cultures. Older children par

ticipated in plays and role-plays portraying historical and cultur

ally significant events or customs. Students were able to act out

their parts in Spanish. Teachers reported that such accomplish

ments became a source ofpride for FLES students. They note that

students are fascinated by the cultural activities. Students have

expressed their enjoyment when relating to other people through

Research Question 3

CTBS reading comprehension scores are displayed in Tables 5

and 6. The high aptitude group (at or above the 87th percentile on

the CSI) showed gains of statistical significance when compared

to control participants. The middle aptitude group (from the 11th

to the 86th percentile) did not show differences of statistical sig

nificance. Experimental participants at or below the 10th percen

tile scored significantly lower on the CTBS reading comprehen

sion sub-test than control participants.

Research Question 4

Parent survey results revealed a strong consensus among re

sponding parents that the FLES program’s effects were motivat

ing to children in their general school experience. Many parents

felt this boost in motivation was an important influence on their

children’s experience. Over 90% of the parents expressed ap

proval of the programs impact,

and two-thirds of the respon

dents indicated that they felt this

impact had positively affected —

their children’s motivation in

school overall. Open-ended com

ments showed a consensus that

the FLES program was valuable

and should be continued, even

expanded. One of the reasons

the district ordered the evalua

tion studies was to elicit input as

to the feasibility of continuing to

fund the FLES program.

Reading Comprehension Percentile Ranks and Stanine Scores of FLES and Control Group Students with Corresponding

Aptitude CSl Score and Percentile Rank

Aptitude
Vocabulary

FLES Students

I

Control Students

19 I

$1 Stanine Percentile Stanine Percentile Stanine

L tile Rank
3 31

10 33 4 45 5

87 80 7 77 6

99 95 8 88 7

4
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language. They experience pride in their ability to understand an

other culture.

Research Question 6

The evaluation team discerned, through teacher surveys and

interviews that the integration of FLES and regular elementary

curriculum was carried out by overlapping themes in disciplines

such as geography, language arts, math and science. Furthermore,

basic skill practice was bolstered by providing FLES students with

intensive listening and speaking practice in the second language.

A key trend that emerged in classroom teacher interviews that

suggested gains for experimental participants showed gains in lis

tening skills in their routine first language instruction. Spanish

instruction in the studies was primarily in the oral/aural mode.

In interviews, classroom teachers reported their amazement at

students’ ability and willingness to attend to FLES lessons con

ducted entirely in Spanish. Their comments indicated their belief

that FLES could have a beneficial effect on the listening skill in

both Li and L2 language activities, a finding not unique to this

pilot study (Ratté, 1968; Taylor, 1999). The fact that the study

findings regarding listening skills were in line with findings of

previous researchers made this point of special import in the

study. In response to this phenomenon, district evaluators stated

that one of the strongest ways FLES had been integrated into the

elementary curriculum was by presenting students with intensive

listening and speaking practice that helped them with skills

quired for the decoding of and the construction of language.

Study — Phase II
In Phase II of the study, data similar to that sought in Phase

I were collected specifically for those students who participated

in the full six years of the original FLES program. One reason

for this second study was to glean new insights to plan for the

implementation of a magnet. The update focused on only FLES

experimental students who participated for all six years at the el

ementary schools studied in the Phase I report.

Design and Procedures
A control group of fifth-graders was formed from three similar

elementary schools. These schools were chosen for their similarity

to the experimental sites in: (1) percentage of exceptional educa

tion students; (2) attendance data; (3) percentage of students on

free/reduced lunch; and (4) student demographics. Comparison

group participants had also been in their schools for the full six

years of elementary school.
These experimental and comparison participants were coin

pared using CTBS reading comprehension and vocabulary scores

(as in the Phase I study), this rime using CSI scores as a covariate

in an ANCOVA analysis to adjust for initial differences in apti

tude. Iii this evaluation, class grades in reading and language were

also included as independent variables, providing another way to

consider the impact of FLES on basic skills, In this analysis, it

was possible to use an ANCOVA with CSI scores as a covariate

to adjust for initial group differences in general aptitude. Analy

ses were run on the experimental and comparison participants on

reading comprehension and vocabulary as was done in Phase I. As

in the Phase I study, student achievement data in Spanish were in-

eluded, as were descriptive data relative to cultural awareness and

the relationship between FLES and the elementary curriculum.

Findings
From Table , it can be seen that 91.3% of the experimental

I •‘ I
Spanish Grades for Participating FLES Students

Grade in % Accumu- #of
Spanish lated % Students

A 56.7 56.7 123

B 34.6 91.3 75

C 6.5 97.8 14

D 1.8 99.5 1

F .5 100.0 1

Total 217

participants received grades of B or above on Spanish reading

and language. Similarly, Table 8 shows that 67.2% had grades of

good or excellent on an oral assessment given by FLES teachers in

which participants were prompted to respond orally to questions

in Spanish.
Of particular interest in this update study were the additional

data provided by classroom teachers concerning the experimental

participants’ classroom grades in English reading and language

compared to those of comparison students. This was done as a

Oral Proficiency of Participating FLES Students

Accumu- # of
Rating lated % Students

Excellent 35.9 35.9 78

Good 31.3 67.2 68

Fair 30.4 97.6 66

Poor 2.4 100.00 5

Total 217

means of triangulation, to better complete the picture of the ef

fect of FLES on basic skills. Grades in English reading and lan

guage indicated a higher level of classroom performance among

FLES students when compared to a similar student group with

out FLES instruction.
ANCOVA results regarding basic skills showed once again

that experimental participants outscored the comparison group

on the CTBS reading comprehension subtest with statistical sig

nificance [FLES 758.5; Control = 746.85; F(1, 393) = 13.71,

p < .0001]. The mean of the experimental group on the vocabu

lary subtest surpassed that of comparison students (735.73 vs.

730.26), but did nor reach statistical significance [F(1, 393)

2.98, p .09).
Descriptive data collected regarding cultural infusion in the

Phase II study was parallel to that of the first study. Teachers in

the follow-up reiterated their perception that the skill of process
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ing (especially in listening) the second language transferred into
regular English language arts classroom work in that it appeared
to enhance the ability of experimental participants to decode
and manipulate language constructs in either the first or subse
quent languages studied. One teacher commented, For severely
language-impaired children in the 3, 4, 5th grades this program
proved to be a good way to improve listening and thinking. The
children used the visual cues to learn to understand what the
teacher said.’ Another stated that it “boosted listening skills.”
Still another felt that it “was a wonderful way to review/reinforce
skills already taught in English.”

Conclusion and Implications
Statistically significant findings in the Phase I and Phase II

evaluations indicated that second language study in the early
grades positively impacted reading comprehension and vocabu
lary CTBS sub-test scores of students with higher stanines. Par
ticipants’ reading and language arts classroom grades were en
hanced as well, though not significantly.

The foreign language supervisor attributed these gains to the
integrated FLES curriculum in which teachers designed units
and carried out foreign language instruction that reinforced par
ticipants’ general language development and basic skills achieve
ment. This is not to minimize the importance of the high per
centages of students who demonstrated substantial mastery of
Spanish language skills. Rather, it was the evidence of cognitive
and metacognitive advantages that have appeared repeatedly in
the research literature that motivated this study more than any
hopes for high L2 proficiency. In fact, high proficiency expecta
tions would be unrealistic for a FLES model of this type; the SLA
field has come to recognize that high proficiency outcomes, par
ticularly in the productive skills, are not likely to result with such
limited time devoted to L2 instruction. Singleton (1989) suggests
that the lack of data showing children outperforming adolescents
and adults in the formal environment could be explained by the
fact that instructed environments do not tend to provide enough
daily time in L2 study for an age advantage to become apparent.

A clear trend emerged in the quantitative data; high ability
students receiving early foreign language instruction had CTBS
sub-test gains substantially greater than others with lower stan
ines. In fact, in the Phase I of the study, experimental students in
the middle aptitude range did not show statistically significant
increases in sub-test scores, and, furthermore, low ability students
scored even lower than their control counterparts. On the other
hand, unforeseen yet promising trends emerged in the qualitative
data that caution against jumping to the conclusion that early
language study only benefits high aptitude participants, or even
that it could adversely affect low aptitude students.

As mentioned previously in this article, research into early for
eign language study and its effects on basic skills has not found
adverse effects for any group of students. On the contrary, the
seminal studies of Rafferty (1986) and Garfinkel and Tabor
(1991) are among numerous reports showing that students of all
academic levels benefit from early L2 study. As Armstrong and
Rogers (1997, p. 22) reported: Among the varied results of the
basic skills studies over the years, none have implied that foreign
language instruction in elementary schools has a negative or det
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rimeiital impact upon the basic skills acquisition of elementary
school students.”

Also as reported earlier, anecdotal data collected by district
evaluators in interviews with teachers demonstrated substantial
ameliorating effects ofearly L2 study on children’s ability to listen
well in their first language. The Pinellas teachers, unaware of the
evidence in the research literature for this phenomenon, noticed it

and commented on it. Armstrong & Rogers (1997, p. 28) received
similar responses from teachers. One stated that “...she had never
observed her students listening as carefully as they did in Spanish
classes, and.., mentioned more than once that the students’ good
listening habits were carried over into the regular classroom.”

Finally, in the qualitative, anecdotal data that the Pinellas
FLES team collected, evaluators discerned another particularly
encouraging phenomenon. Classroom teachers from the original
twenty-one reported that certain low-achieving students seemed
more able and more likely to express themselves, engaging their
listening and speaking faculties in their Spanish class more than
in any other setting during the school day. FLES teachers and
others in the school district considered the implication that it

could empower disadvantaged students to be able to approach at
least one academic discipline with as much requisite knowledge
as their higher-achieving peers. Furthermore, use of song, cho
ral response, repetition and total physical response activities give
children ways to indicate comprehension other than traditional
essay/text or question/answer formats predominant in the school
culture.

Perhaps this notion can best be summed up by the idea that
language development is language development, regardless of the
specifics of its form or delivery. It is reasonable to state that a
young mind (flexible and developing as it is), given the opportu
nity to accommodate and manipulate varied language constructs
and meanings will be encouraged, in the process, to tap into cog
nitive and metacognitive abilities uniquely cultivated in the for
eign language classroom. This opportunity keeps the impetus for
FLES instruction alive despite funding threats at every turn.

Studies in recent decades that test the effect of early language
study on basic skills demonstrate that research design is critical
to their results and conclusions. Multi-method models may de
tect treatment effects that can be overlooked if studies rely exclu
sively on quantitative data. As we have seen in the data reviewed
here, this multi-method approach may have special importance
for appropriately measuring the effects of early L2 study on lower
achievers.

Furthermore, now that North American school districts are
building a more substantial record of accomplishment with sus
tained, quality FLES programs, school oficials will continually
need to respond to the challenges of effctive articulation. Ele
mentary, middle and high school programs must coordinate for
eign language scope and sequence and plan skill building if long
sequences of language study become a reality.
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Appendix A. Parent survey instrument
Dear Parent,

We are in the process of reviewing the Elementary Foreign Language (FLES)

program in Pinellas County schools, and would very much appreciate your taking

a few minutes to answer the questions on this survey. Please return the completed

stirvey to your child’s homeroom teacher by Thursday May 18.

1. My child’s academic ability is

(check one)

___________above

average

average

___________below

average

2. The language(s) spoken in my home is (are)

(check one) ___ English

Instructions:
Following sratcnienrs.

= Srrougly Agree

2 = Agree

3 = Disagree

4 = Strongly Disagree

.___._English and Spanish

Spanish

Other (please specify)_.

Circle rite number which best expresses your response to the

3. I am infomscd about rIse Elementary Foreign Language program. 1 2 34

4. Mv child seems to like learning Spanish 1234

S. I sos satisfied with the way Spanish is taught to my child. 1 2 3 4

6. My child practices speaking Spanish at home. 1 2 3 4

7. 1 am well informed ahcsut how ny child is progressing in Spanish. 1 2 34

8. Mv child is excited about going to Spanish class everyday. 1 2 3 4

9. My child is more excited shout going to school because ofSpammish class.

12 34

10. I am pleased that my child has participated in the Foreign Language pro
grans. 1 2 3 4

IL Additional Comments: Please feel free to use the hack of this page.

Gregory Taylor is Assistant Professor ofSpanisls in the Department of

Modern Languages at Minnesota State Univcrsit’ Mankato. gregorv.

taylor@mnsu.edu) (Zari ne Feyten is Deati of the College csf Education.
Health and Society at Miami University, OxIord, Ohio. (c/c j’teei camun
/mu,.e/,s Joyce Nutta is Associate Professor its the I)cpartrnenr of Teach
ing au Learning Principles at University of Central Florida, Orlando.
(,mstftt@3mrzil.,’lmieelu)
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World Languages and Internatioi
The New Jersey Online Learning Scei

Roseanne Zeppieri West ‘Windsor, NJ and Priscilla Russel, Princeton Regional Schools, NJ

Several decades ago, New Jersey adopted the slogan “New Jer
sey and You - perfect together!” A catchy phrase, the state used
this for years to attract people to the state and to highlight all that
this combination has to offer. When the International Education

“ihe biggest obstacle to school change is our memories.

-Dr. Allen Glenn

movement began to take hold in New Jersey a few years ago, we
were charged with presenting an overview of the recently com
pleted Online Learning Scenarios Project. Searching for a title to
our presentations, we re-worked the slogan to say “World Lan
guages and International Education — Perfect Together!” Why?
Our state comprises people of many ethnicities, many cultures,

and many languages. Our neighbors speak Hindu, Urdu, Span
ish, French, Arabic, Chinese and a host of other languages. We
work in international companies whose headquarters are located
in the area. Our livelihood is dependent on foreign trade. We

recognize the interconnection of people and we know that our
future is one shared economically, socially, and environmentally

with the world.

To begin to realize the vision ofconnecting these two areas and
of enabling language educators to implement this theme in their
classrooms, Janis Jensen, the Coordinator of World Languages

and International Education at the NewJersey State Department

of Education brought together four world languages educators
with curriculum writing expertise. Our task was to develop learn
ing scenarios that would show teachers how to meet the goals of
the National and State Standards while increasing language pro
ficiency through the exploration of global themes. Further, Mrs.
Jensen gave us the mandate to create units that would serve as
exemplars for districts throughout New Jersey. It was key that we
framed the units with thought provoking questions requiring stu
dents to engage in critical thinking as they improved their com
munication skills, and that the suggested methodology be based

on best practices. This task, spanning more than one year, needed

many hours of work and many revisions. The resulting content-

based, thematic units offer a rich contextual framework that in
corporates the standards and modes ofcommunication, and align
with proficiency targets for learners at the novice, intermediate,

and pre-advanced levels.

Design an urban park in an intermediate language class? Un
common, yes, but this past winter twelve middle school students

in Newark, New Jersey did just that. Working with landscape
architects and consulting with schoolniates and community

members these students created a safe and fun park next to their
school.

Participate in Journey North? Many school children across the
North America do that each season.

Interact with immigrant communities to increase awareness
and facilitate acceptance ofnew students to your school and com
munity? One Spanish class in Freehold Borough started an after-
school tutoring service for Hispanics, an outgrowth of imm igra
tion and the cultural clashes in the community and school.

Help endangered species? Many school groups work together
to raise awareness of animals in danger of extinction.

As they complete these units, students take an active role in
their own learning as they study animal migration, the role ofur
ban parks in society, and the cultural clashes that arise from im
migration. Teachers, on the other hand, assume the responsibility
of facilitating the learning, ofworking side by side with students as
they research and explore international issues. This paradigm for
instruction increases student engagement and creates an exciting,
hands-on environment where learners gain language proficiency
and master of2lcentury skills. The world languages classroom
becomes a place for collaboration, research, and problem solving.
And, importantly, students do this work as they communicate
in the target language with their teacher, classmates, and people
from around the world.

Let us take a closer look at the units. The four scenarios follow
a modified backward design model based on the work ofWiggins
and MeTighe (1998); they provide opportunities for students to
use language as a tool for learning about global issues; they arc
culture and content-rich; they include performance assessments;
and they center on themes that interest and excite students. To
summarize, they give a purpose for language learning. Two recur
ring essential understandings anchor the units:

• The earth is interconnected - all peoples are intercon
nected economically, socially and environmentally and
have a shared future.

• Using another language and knowing its culture, em
powers an individual’s participation in that future.

At a novice mid level, elementary children examine animal mi
gration. They connect changing seasons and climate with the
gratory patterns of birds; they identify characteristics of an
habitats and of different animals; they create a inin book about
the themes; and they come to understand the results ofdeforesta
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al Education — Perfect Together!

rios Project

tion. The following are examples of performance tasks from the
unit entitled, Animal Migration:

To scaffold instruction for beginning language learners, the
teacher displays a visual aide to guide students as they identify the
needs of some migratory animals.

Characteristics of
They eat

sun
nectar
nest
insects

They are . They have

food movement size coat

salmon

hum
mingbirds

1’

Targeted at the novice high level ofproficiency, the unit on the
migration of the Monarch butterfly appeals to upper elementary
and middle school learners. Students take part in Journey North,
an online project that tracks this migration, as they investigate
ways to protect these tiny creatures as they travel from Canada
to Mexico. As a final performance assessment, students complete
the interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational tasks on page
40 to show how well they use their language in a simulated au
thentic situation.

The Urban Parks scenario targets students in middle school
who are at the novice high or intermediate low proficiency level.
Students first study existing parks such as Parque Güell in Bar
celona or XiHu in Hangzhou, China to learn about the park’s
infrastructure and the functions it serves in the target culture’s
society. Then they reminisce about their own experiences with
parks either as very young children or at present. The class brain
storms characteristics and functions of a successful urban park,
interviews people in the community about their priorities fist a

park and, finally, works in teams to plan and create their own

I Responses may include any one or combination of the following:

food movement size

To learn the characteristics of animals, students choose one of
the migratory creatures listed on the chart and fill in the perti
nent information in the target language. ‘[hen, in ajig Saw activ
ity, they teach the information to others in a small group setting.

coat

plants fly very big fur

animals walk big feathers

insects swim medium skin

small scales

very snsall shell

Animals/Creatures
They
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have been s4ected trnc1p1tças part of a team in a but

terfly habitat recov4LYou\are concërncd with loof trees snd

plants that provide sir an nectr for Monarchs on tlwi’ route.

You want to encourage people tq-advocate for the Monarch in any
way they can and to plant a butterfly garden. You ccide on making
a videotaped presentation to submit to Univision or Telemundo or
to air on a local access TV channel.

Interpretive Task:
Each team member specializes in the plant lifç of one country:

Mexico, Canada or tile U.S. You are designing a large backdrop for

Your video. Read about the plants, trees and flowers needed to feed

and house the Monarch on its route.

Interpersonal Task:
Ask each other questions about the specific plants and trees in

his or her area to serve the needs of the Monarch.

H.
Make charts and maps for the backdrop of your video. Write a

script, rehearse and him your public service message.

park. Along the way, students narrate experiences, discuss favor

ite activities, ask questions, and give opinions.

For each scenario, a unit overview identifies what the student

will know, what he will be able to say, and what performance task

gives evidence ofstudent learning. Below are two examples from

the Urban Parks unit.

Content Knowl- Language Skills Performance
edge Task/Evidence of

Student Learning

Students will under- Students will be able Students will.,.
stand that... to...

People urn urban parks fo, a variety .]‘alk abr,an acrln.ricv peo:sle engage Complete a ‘knn ds,igr.uneooi.

of activines nod purposes sod this in it urban parks an rise rarger sn- paring md contrasting an urban

nay vary from clslssire so CisIters’. giragc ouritry. pins in thu target asgsi.siis country
ivirir or is-sn parka us Newjcraev or sir

picks coo pl.ier enpsse.eiv bond

parks.
- ton rargct langangr unirritrs.

-Give opinions olvariosis parks and

drncmsss ehe:r ike-as-sd dislikes

lsarnns:vu pl rnnsrag guns morn scm,- .Dnvcrrbe rhe features or character- Design a plan for an ideal tarSus

Jig .i sirses-salul Lillian parL irnc.s of various typos of parks sod pink and present rho pian no rho

rho idral locution In, placing crania class orally artd in n-rrrirrg.

At the intermediate level in the Human Ivfzçration unit, stu

dents investigate the mobility of the 21st century citizenry as

they grapple with the question, “Why do people move and what

impact do their actions have on their new environment?” They

examine geography and read online and print materials; they in

terview immigrants in their communities and discuss issues these

individuals face as they adapt to a new language and culture.

After gathering information on these questions, they create a

“wax museum” in the classroom where they assume the identities

of immigrants from the target cultures and share their inforina

tion. On the first day, half’ the class dresses as the immigrants and

stand near a backdrop with information, props, pictures, and rca

ha illustrating the individuals lives arid contributions to

Assuming the roles of docents and museum visitors, the remain
ing students circulate through the exhibits. ‘When they approach
the “wax figures, the “immigrants” tell their stories. As a conclu
sion to their study of this theme, students work coilaboratively
to devise solutions to the challenges experienced by immigrants.

“They might become involved in advocacy work in their local
communities, set up tutoring services for new students in their
schools, or organize reading groups for parents and children.

These units include free materials and resources: rubrics to as
sess students’ proficiency in the three modes ofcommunication at
the novice mid, novice high, intermediate low, and pre-advanced
levels. Educators from four Newjersey school districts developed
these assessment tools as part of a FLAP grant.

The template for the charcterisrics ofanimals is available on the
NNELL.org website in the members only section. The scenarios

are online for everyone to access and use at the New Jersey De
partment of Education website. To find them go to WWW.state.
nj. us/education/aps/cccs/wI/f’rameworks/wlo/

.iiiiir’•’-•°” — -
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i’esentationaI Task:

Rosanne Zeppieri and Priscilla Russei are New Jersey supervisors in
the ncighboringtowns ofWest Windsor - Plainsboro and Princeton.
Both programs have again been designated Model Program resource
centers for the state. Rosanne and Priscilla also direct a STARTALK
Chinese immersion summer camp and freucn4y collaborate to offer
professional learning opportunities for their staff and presentations at
professional meetings.
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